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NOMINATIONS OF LAWRENCE J. BRADY, TO BE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE; DAVID
R. MACDONALD, TO BE DEPUTY U.S. TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE; PAMELA NEEDHAM BAI-
LEY, TO BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY. OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; ROBERT J.
RUBIN, TO BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; AND RICHARD
KUSSEROW, TO BE INSPECTOR GENERAL, DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington D.C.
Thd committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Dole (chairman),
presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Danforth, Heinz, Matsunaga, and Brad-
ley.

[The press release announcing this hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. 81-135]

FINANCE COMMITrEE SCHEDULES HEARINGS ON NOMINATIONS OF LAWRENCE J.
BRADY, To BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE; PAMELA NEEDHAM BAILEY,
To BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; RICHARD P.
KUSSEROW, To BE INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES; DAVID R. MACDONALD, To BE DEPUTY U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE;
AND ROBERT J. RUBIN, To BE ASSmTANT SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES
Robert J. Dole, chairman of the Committee on Finance, announced today that the

committee has scheduled hearings on the nominations of Lawrence J. Brady to be
Assistant Secretary of Commerce, Pamela Needham Bailey to be Assistant Secre-
tary of Health and Human Services, Richard P. Kusserow, to be Inspector General,
Department of Health and Human Services, David R. Macdonald to be Deputy
United States Trade Representative, and Robert J. Rubin, to be Assistant Secretary
of Health and Human Services.

The hearings are scheduled for May 22, 1981, beginning at 9:30 a.m. They will be
held in Room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Immediately following the hearings, the committee will meet in executive session
to consider the nominations for Mr. Brady, Ms. Bailey, Mr. Kusserow, Mr. Macdon-
ald, and Mr. Rubin.

Written Testimony-The committee will be pleased to receive written testimony
from those persons or organizations who wish to submit statements on the nomina-
tions for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion in the record should be
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typewritten, not more than 25 double4paced pages in length and mailed with five
(5) copies to be received by May 22, 198,t Rabert E. Llghthlzer, Committee on
Finance, Room 2227, Dirkien Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

The C [presiding]. The hearing will come to order.
It is a pleasure to welcome Lawrence J. Brady, nominated to be

Assistant Secretary of Commerce, Pamela Ne ey, nomi-
nated to be Assistant Secretary of Health and Human Services,
and Richard Kusserow, nominated to be Inspector General, Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, and David R. Macdonald,
nominated to be Deputy U.S. Trade Representative and Robert J.
Rubin, who has been nominated to be Assistant Secretary of
Health and Human Services.

I would say for the record, we have reviewed the financial disclo-
sure forms that each filed and the material that they have filed
with the Office of Government Ethics.'

I am satisfied there are no problems in this area. I have also
been informed by the Director of Government Ethics, the Director
of Government Ethics will soon send letters approving each nomi-
nee's compliance with the Ethics in Government Act.

Those letters will be made a part of the record.
[The letters referred to follow:]

U.S. OFFICE or GovERNmmNT Ermcs,
OrvIcz O PZRSONNZL MANAGEMENT ,

Washington, D.C, May 5, 1981.
Hon. Roam DoLE,
Chairman, Committee on Finance
U.S Senate, Washington, D.C

DzA Ma. CuAmmwN: In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by Robert J. Rubin. President
Reagan has nominated Dr. Rubin for the position of Assistant Secretary for Plan-
ning and Evaluation of the Department of Health and Human Services.

We have reviewed the report and have obtained advice from the Department of
Health and Human Services concerning any possible conflict in light of the agency's
functions and the nominee's proposed duties. As noted on the financial disclosure
report, the Department intends to grant Dr. Rubin a waiver under 18 U.S.C. § 208(b)
with regard to his continuing relationship (i.e., leave of absence) with Tufts Univer-
sity. In addition, Dr. Rubin has agred to resign from his positions in Renal Care
Associates and End Stage Renal Disease Network *28, and will divest of his
interest in Renal Care Associates. Based thereon, we believe that Dr. Rubin is in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of interest.

Sincerely,
J. JAcKsoN WALT, Director.

U.S. Onicz or Gov=NmuN Eimcs,
OFFICE OF PERONNEL MANAGEMENT,

Washington, D.C, May 5, 1981.
Hon. Romt Douz,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U. SenatA Washington, D.C

DAra M. CHAmmAN: In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, 1
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by Pamela G. Bailey, whose
nomination for the position of Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs for the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services has been sent to you by President Reagan.

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the Department
of Health and Human Services conceding any possible conflict in light of the
Department's functions and the nominee's proposed duties. Based thereon, we be-
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llqv that M& Bailey is in compliance with applicable laws and regulations govern-
ing conflicts of interest.

Sincerely, J. JACKSON WALTEm, Director.

US. OFcz oF GovERNmENT tracs,
OFFICE OF PERSNNEL MANAGEMENT,

Washington, D.C, May 5, 1981.
Hon. RoDnT DOLE
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
US Senate, Washington, D.C

DuR MR. CHiaw : In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by David R. Macdonald, whose
nomination for the ition of Deputy United States Trade Representative has been
sent to you by Presient Reagan.

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative concerning any possible conflict in light of the Office's
functions and the nominee's propose duties. We understand that Mr. Macdonald
has agreed to recuse himself m matters in which his former clients or the Chicago
City Bank and Trust Company may be directly involved. Based thereon, we believe
that he will be in compliance with applicable laws and regulations governing
conflicts of interest.

Sincerely,
J. JACKSON WALTER, Director.

U.S. OFFcz or GovERNMENT ETHcs,
OFFICE OF PERONNEL MANAGEMNT,

Washington, D.C, May 5,1981.
Hon. Rotate DOLE,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U& Senate, Washington, D.C.

Da ML CHAmwI: In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by Richard P. Kusserow whom
President Reagan has nominated for the position of Inspector General of the De-
partment of Health and Human Services.

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the Department
of Health and Human Services concerning any possible conflict in light of the
Department's functions and the nominee's proposed duties. Based thereon, we be-
lieve that Mr. Kusserow is in compliance with applicable laws and regulations
governing conflicts of interest.

Sincerely,
J. JACKsON WALmn, Director.

U.S. OFFcz or Govzwiwri ETHics,
OFFICE OF PsNML MANAGEMNT,

Washington, D.C, May 5, 1981.
Hon. ROBERT DoLe,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U. Senate, Washington, D.C

Dzx MR. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed b Lawrence J. Brady, whose
nomination or the position of Assistant Secretary for Trade Administration of the
Department of Commerce has been sent to you by President Reagan..

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from the Department
of Commerce concerning any possible conflict in light of the Department's factions
and the nominee's proposed duties. Based thereon, we believe that Mr. Brady is in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of interest.

Sincerely,
J. JACKSON WALm, Director.

Mr. Brady, we will proceed with you first. I note that our col-
lIe e, Senator Humphrey, from New Hampshire, is here.

Senator Humphrey, I would like to hear from you.
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STATEMENT OF HON. GORDON J. HUMPHREY, US. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Senator HuMpumu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator
Danforth. I want to thank you and the committee for granting me
the honor of introducing a resident of my State, Larry Brady, who,
as you know has been nominated by the President to t post of
Assistant Secretary for Trade Administration, at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce.

In his new position, Larry Brady will be resp nible for. develop
ing and implementing policy with respect to U. S. export controls
for strategic foreign policy or short supply reasons as mandated by
the Export Administration Act, and als0 for enforcement of the
Act's an tiboycott provisions.

In addition, he will be responsible for Commerce Departmentinvestigations of antidumping and counterveiling duty complaint,
implementation of the steel trigger price mechanism and adminh-
tration of the statutory import of foreign trade zones and industrial
mobilization programs

From 1971 to 1974 Larry Brady was senior staff member of the
White House Councif of International Economic policy and special
advisor for Congressional Relations.

From March 1970 to A pil 1971, he was senior international
economist in the Office of International Trade at the Department
of State, and more recently, from 1974 to 1980, very importantly,
with respect to the position to which he has been nominated, he
was actng director and Deputy Director of th# Commerce Depart-
men's Offce of Export Administration.

In earlier days, Larry Brady worked in various positions with the
U. S. Senate, from 1967 to 1970. At -that time he was legislative
aide to the late Senator Everett M. Dirksen, and simultaneously,
minority counsel to the Senate Judiciary Committee, on Separation
of Powers.

From 1963 to 1967, he was legislative aide to the Secretary of the
Minority, U.S. Senate. From 1958 to 1963, he was a staff assistant
to Senator Norris Cotton.

Mr. Brady is from Berlin, N.H. That is pronounced Berlin and
not Berlin, as Senator Dole knows, I am sure.

He is from a long-established family in that community.
Mr. Chairman, I want to say on a more personal level that Larry

Brady and I are acquaintances. I have known him for several
years. He is highly courageous, a very courageous man. During a
previous administration, he was responsible for pointing out to the
public and the press that certain regulations governng the export
of technology which had the potential of being useful to our adver-
saries, were beig laxly applied or perhaps even miapplied and
not applied at all, for which he took a great deal of heat in his
position

He is a very courageous man, a man of great integrity and a
man of very great ability.

I am sure that if the Senate chooses to confirm him in this
position that he is going to serve the President and our country
very, very well indeed.

Again, I want to thank you for letting me introduce Larry to the
committee this morning. It is a great privilege.
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THz CKAiRMAN. Thank you, Senator Humphrey.
Mr. Brady, do you have any statement you would like to make?
Mr. Bwy. I have a short statement, Mr. Chairman.
TESTIMONY OF LAWRENCE J. BRADY, NOMINATED TO BK

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
Mr. BiuDy. First, Senator, I deeply appreciate your being here,

and I thank you.
Mr. Chairman, it is an honor for me to appear here .today before

the Finance Committee as President Reagan s nominee for the
position of Assistant Secretary for Trade Administration.

As the Senator indicated, my professional experience since the
"early 1970's has been in the international trade area, initially with
the White House Council on International Economic Policy and
more recently in Export Control Administration.

I am familiar with the Import Administration area and fully
appreciate the importance ofthe Trade Apreements Act of 1979, to
the U.S. objective of maintaining a fair and open competitive
market internationally, and assuring that U.S. domestic producers
are not disadvantaged by dumping or subsidized exports in the
United States.

I am committed to the strict enforcement of the antidumping
and countervailing duty laws in the spirit in which you wrote those
laws.

I only reiterate what Secretary Baldrige has said and that is,
"The days of looking the other way, when other Nations violate the
laws of fair trade, are over."

I will strive to bring to the import administration function pre-
dictability, clarity, n service to the business community.

I am also committed to vigorous enforcement of the steel trigger
price mechanism.

Having served many years on Capitol Hill, I understand that to
develop and implement public policy effectively requires close coop-
eration between the executive branch and the Congress.

I pledge that my office will work closely with this committee,
with the Senate and the House to achieve the objectives which we
all share.

I expect and solicit your ideas and suggestions, as well as criti-
cisms of my operation. I look forward to constructive working
relationships over the next few years.

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor and privilege to be nominated -to
serve in the Reagan administration. I ask your favorable assent tomy nomination.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lawrence J. Brady follows:]
SrATmMT TOR LAwmcz J. BRMDY Buow SENATE FiNAxNCz CoMMrnF

MAY 22, 1981
It is an honor for me to appear before the Senate Finance Committee today as

President Reagan's nommee for the position of Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Trade Administration.

My professional experience since the early 1970's has been in the international
trade area initially as a Senior Staff Member on the Council of International
Economic Policy, and more recently in export control administration. I am familiar
with the import administration area, and f z/ly appreciate the importance of the
Trade Agreements Act of 1979 to the U.S. objective of maintainig a fair and open
comt itive market international y and assuring that U.S. do c producers ar
not disavantaged by dumping or subsidized export in the US. I am committed to
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the strict enforcement of the antidumping and oountervWllng duty laws In the spirit
in which you wrote those .n literate what Oretwa4Beldrge has said
and thati' days of looking other w when other olate the lawi
of fair tee are over." I will ove to b= the import ministration function
epctanliclityand servi to the buiels co nitY. I am also oommtte4
voous ifora mUet of the steel ationsric mechanism.
Having served many yar on Ca MIrill, I unrtnthat to develop and

implement Public i y eti ectiVl reure close cooperatn between the Executive
Branch an the C or . 1e e that my office will work closely with this
comml~m entad the cuss to ache the objectves which we all shar. I.
'~rr to & a your ideas and sugsinas well as criticisms of my operation. I
',lg~clrw t a n COOMrelatlonhiover th etfwyears.

Mr. haiman it s a ho'o r! !ivfleg e noiae to serve in the
Reagan Adiitatin&n an foorfvorale assent to that nomination.

The Chairman,. We have both Senator Danforth and Senator
Heinz, who are very active on the Trade Subcommittee; Senator
Danforth is the chairman

Let me yield to Senator Danforth. I know that he may have
questions.

Senator D&moRn. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. ,
Mr. Brady, 2 years ago, when we passed the Trade Agreements

Act implementing the Tokyo Round,we spent a lot of effort in
trying to improve enforcement of antidumping/countervailing dutylaws.

We found that while dumping and the sale of subsidized products
has been a violation of the law for literally decades, the enforce-
ment procedure was so cumbersome and contained so many delays,
that at times literally nothing would happen.

So, our effort was to make the enforcement mechanism work by
setting up a series of timed deadlines for enforcement.

Now, I would like to ask you two questions. The first is, Do you
agree with the theory behind what we tried to do? More precisely,
if we are to attempt to have a policy of free trade, that means fair
trade. It means that the law is goi to be enforced, and that it
should be enforced in a reasonable and expeditious manner.

The second question I would ask you is, Did the exercise that we
went through 2 years ago work out well?

I am led to understand that maybe we created a mechanism that
is so fast that there are problems in its actual implementation, not
only within Government but also-with the Trade.Bar'.

Mr. BeaY. Senator, I would say that what you did was quite
positive and quite desirable, from my understanding of the situa-
tion. That-doesn't mean that the office which I am goig- to take
over is in fact perfornig up to the standard which you legislated.
We still have some pro lems. We still have some delays in the
collection of duties, but we are making progress in clearing up that
backlog..I

The deadlines are met pretty much, except for perhaps in a few
cases there is a slide of a coupe of days, but not to any significant
extent.

I think we are making tremendous progress from the situation
where we were a couple of years ago. We hope by the end of this
year we will have cleaned up the coection of dutips left over from
a period ofe as a matter of fact.

T"'he app.caon of new criteria entails redoing the regulations.
We arq embarked on that or will, be embarked on that. There has
been some work done, but there is a lot more to be done.
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What I am saying is that you legislated some standards and
some time frames which I think were good. Some progress has been
made to meet those. We have a waysto go; but I thinkwecando
it.

Senator Dorimi. You do agree with the philosophy of what we
were trying to do?

Mr. BR"Y. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator ,DAmRH. I would very much appreciate it if you would

work with us as closely as possible, to try to make sure- that the
procedures that were established are in fact workable.

If there is need for modification or adjustment, that you would
work very closely with us to do whatever needs to be done.

Mr. BAwy. Very definitely, Senator.
Senator DANF0RTH. Thank you.
The CmAtmMAN. Senator Heinz.
Senator H=Nz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brady, one of the items you will have responsibility would be

the trigger price mechanism on steel. Do you anticipate you will
continue to administer that adequately? I have heard that the
People administering the mechanism did not get all the staffing
they asked for.

Is there going to be adequate staffing?
Mr. BRADy. Senator, yes, there will be. We anticipate, the admin-

istration anticipates administering the steel trigger price mecha-
nism in a strong way.

At the time the recent budget was put together for the next
fiscal year, I made a point of alerting the Secretary and the Under
Secretary to the fact that if problems developed in our administra-
tion of the trigger price mechanism, to the effect that we would
need more staff or whatever it is, I would go in and fight for that.

At this point, now that we are over the hiring freeze, we can go
ahead and get the people that were slated to go into the exercise,
that we can do a pretty good job in enforcing the TPM in the
manner in which we have indicated we would.

If we need more, I will fight for them.
Senator Hmz. I take it you do believe that as far as steel is

concerned, the trigger pricing mechanism is an effective and neces-
sary means of enforcing the antidumping law?

Mr. BRADY. Senator, it is a monitoring device which I think is
the best we can get, certainly at this point in time, very definitely.
It is basically a substitution for the filing of what would be a vast
number of antidumping and now countervailing duty petitions.

So, yes, we do support it very strongly.
Senator HEznz. Now on specialty steel, we have a surge mecha-

nism in place. Are you equally committed to its enforcement?
Mr. BRADY. Yes, sir, we are.
Senator HEINz. I am glad to hear that.
One of the things Senator Danforth I think was touching on in

his questions was the fact that our trade laws were written in very
close consultation with the previous administration. We tried to
work out something to satisfy all the various points of view in the
trade area to be fair to everybody. I am not just talking about fair
trade' either.
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One of the other issues that relates to this though, Is consulta-
tion with this committee, and our counterpart over in the House,
as to how the various codes may be implemented.

One of the continuing issues will be how the less-developed coun-
tries are brought in under the subsidies code. There are better and
worse ways of doing it, at least in my judgment.

We hope that when you are in the process of developing the
guidelines under ,which India or Pakistan or some other country
will or will not qualify, come in under the code, you will consult
with us.

Do you expect to do that?
Mr. BxADy. Very definitely, Senator.
Senator HmNz. The Trade Act of 1974*-setion 777 of the Trade

Act required the Department of- Commerce to have a subsidies
library. I understand it is a pretty empty library now.

Can you tell the committee what you intend to do about that
state of affairs?

Mr. Bwy. It i my understanding there has been some difficul-
ty in putting together the library. I think Senator, comig from
where we have been in the last year and a half or so, taking
functions from Commerce, Customs, in trying to meld them togeth-
er in a cohesive operation, you know, there has been some starts
and some areas have not gone as quickly as others might have.
This is one that has not gone all that quickly.

Senator Hwmz. Do you see any insurmountable difficulty?
Mr. BwaY. No. No. I don't. What we are going to do is to work

with the State Department and getting our overseas posts to try to
et us the information and working with the business community
ere, to try to give us the information which will truly make an

effective library.
Senator HEmz. One of the things written into the Trade Agree-

ments Act of 2 years ago was the provision that the administering
authority, in this case, you and Commerce, could self-initiate cases.

The background of that was the Treasury Department had been
in charge of the administration of this law. We became so disgusted
with the Treasury Department doing absolutely nothing with any
of these tases, even the ones filed by injured parties on the outside,
that we made the Commerce Department the doorkeeper on this.

We also gave Commerce the power not only to allow other people
to come through the door, but to open it and walk through it
yourself.

Have you any idea how many times that has been used, that
provision has been used since 1980, since it became effective?

I will give you a hint; it is a round number. [Laughter.]
Mr. BRADY. Yes, I know.
The Commerce Department has not initiated, self-initiated, any

case.
Let me amplify on that just for one moment. I think it is a

legitimate issue as to where self-initiation really fits in.
Think there are areas where the Commerce Department should

undertake self-initiation.
There are other areas, for instance, where a domestic firm does

not make a representation, even informally, with the Department,
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and there is a question as to whether injury exists. I doubt if self-
initiation is really warranted.

To a certain extent it is moot, because when a company or a
businessman comes in and says that he is being affected adversely,
we work with him and basically counsel him; he files a-petition, et
cetera, so in fact we have a means of self-initiation.

It may be that self-initiation will apply, for instance in the steel
area if sales occur below the trigger price. If after a review of that
we feel an action is required, then that may be an area where self-
initiation is appropriate.

I think there are areas.
Senator -Imz. One of the reasons that the self-initiation provi-

sion was put in is that there are many companies, unlike large
steel companies, that really can't afford to hire the high-priced
talent to initiate, do all the things you have to do to be successful
in this area.

You may not have been downtown when United States Steel
delivered its antidumping complaints. I understand they had a
whole truck, literally a truck, full of documents, they drove on
down there.

Clearly, that kind of a thing is beyond the capacity of a medium
sized, let alone a small firm.

Therefore, it seems to me you might be well-served to develop
some internal guidelines as to when you will self-initiate.

Is that something you are prepared to do?
Mr. BRADY. Very definitely, Senator. I indicated in my statement

that I think one of the points we want to focus on is service to the
business community, particularly small businesses. And you are
right, they don't have the talent, they don't have the money, some-
times, to pay Washington attorneys the price that they need. That
is a function we should perform.

Senator EKz. As you would develop those guidelines, would you
be willing to consult with us before you lock them into bronze?

Mr. BADY. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator HEINZ. How long do you think it will take you to get

them developed?
Mr. BRADY. I would ask you for 5 or 6 months to get into the job.
Senator HINZ. You have it as long as you don t go beyond it.

The world will now note that 5 or 6 months is the standard,
Christmastime, or Thanksgiving. I have one last question, Mr.
Chairman. I am sorry to take so long.

You have responsibility, I believe, for handling the problems of
subsidies with nonmarket economies and there is an excellent bill
that has been introduced in this area by at least one Senator from
Pennsylvania, We hope you will take a hard look at it and endorse
it.

Do you plan to? [Laughter.]
Mr. BRADY. Senator, we are taking a very hard look at that bill.

Let me say that I fully understand the objective and the problems
which that bill addresses, because in the discussions I have had
with the staff, there is a very real problem in the application of the
dumping area and the countervailing duty area, on petitions deal-
ing with nonmarket economies.
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There is no question about it. I think we need some guidance. I
think we need some clarification. What we are doing is taking a
really in-depth look at your bill. There are some questions that
have come up. I hope we can get back to you and work that out
and impress on you the concerns we might have on particular
provisions. -

Senator HzNz. Let me ask you this question based on the gener-
al principle of legislation. The basic principle is-that if you can't
get the accurate costs, for whatever reason, from the nonmarket
economy, whether it is Poland, on golf carts or China on whatever,
that you then compare the prices that are being used by those
nonmarket economies to the least efficient capitalist or market
economies.

The theory there is that is a fair standard of comparison for the
most efficient capitalist country.

Do you have any problem with that basic theory?
Mr. BwUDY. Senator, I personally have no problems with that

basic theory. I think, in discussions with my staff, one question
they had was whether or not that was the least efficient producer
in the United States, or whether it applied to any market economy.

I gather from what you just say, it would apply worldwide. These
are some of the questions that we were beginning to develop.

Senator HINz. Well, without trying to pin you down on that
one, I am leavg a lot of room for flexibility.

Mr. BRADy. Yes.
Senator Hzmz. The intent of our bill is not strictly to confine

that to the United States. If you can find, and I hope you can, a
more efficient economy than the United States in a particular
sector, for God's sake, please find one, that is what we would want
you to do.

But, if you are in basic agreement with that concept, I think we
will be able to work something out.

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CK ~u1. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
I have a question I w is to submit. You may respond i writing,

from Senator Mitchell. He is concerned about Canadian imports
and various subsidies the Canadian Government provides their
farmers in competing with ours.

I have a couple of questions that I will submit. We don't want to
load you up with questions. It has taken long enough to get you up
here. We don't want to delay it any further.

[Questions submitted to Mr. Brady follow:]

8NATOR MMR 's QuinoNs TO Mu. Bmmw
Question. Maine potato farmers are facing serious economic problems as a result

of ntial increases in Canadian potato imports. One reason for the growth in
Canadian sports is the extent of subsidies offered by the Canadian Government.
These subsdis include:

1. Low interest crop production loana;-Equipment storge production grants;
8. Real estate purchase grants;

_J, Marketing activity grants and direct marketing assistance;
5. Transportation s%&"s;
6. Financing. for crop insurance -program; and
7. Stabilization payments
Are you aware of any information or analysis of the magnitude of these subsidies

and their impact on the level of potato imports? ,
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If not, would your Department be willing to undertake such studies.
If Maine potato farmers sought relief through the International Trade Commis-

sion, what steps would they have to take?
If this process would require the farmers to undertake significant expenses, is

there any special assistance available? This is important, as the potato industry is
not well-organized and cannot easily acquire a substantial amount of funds for this
purpose.

Answer. Important Administration has recently been contacted by the U.S. Do-
partment of Agriculture (USDA) in order to explore ways in which Maine potato
farmers might obtain relief from Canadian potato imports under the countervailing
duty law. At the time of those discussions, USDA did not have specific information
regarding the type and possible amounts of subsidies from which Canadian potatoes
may benefit. We have suggested that USDA work with Import Administration to
develop this information. In this exercise, Import Administration would make avail-
able to the farmers any public information in its files on Canadian programs
developed in previous countervailing duty investigations.- Import Administration
will also make available to USDA and the farmers its expertise in identification of
countervailable subsidies. Although we have not yet been contacted directly by the
Maine farmers, we are willing to work with them at any time, directly or through
USDA, to ensure that appropriate relief is provided.

Of course, the growers would also have to provide information with respect to
alleged injury caused by subsidized Canadian potatoes. The question of injury is one
which is addressed by the International Trade Commission (ITO rather than theCommerce Department. While we are willingto 'discuss injur questions with the
growers, more comprehensive advice would probably be obtained from the ITC itself.
I understand that certain exploratory meetings between the growers and the ITC
staff occurred in April of this year to discuss subsidies as well as the ITC standards
for initiating an "escape clause" action under section 201 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

The preparation, filing and pursuing of a counterv aling duty investigation under
the new rules of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 can indeed be very costly.
Within the limits of our resources, Import Administration is committed to providing
support which can significantly reduce these costs whenever possible.

SENAT R HENz's QuEmoNs To MR. Bwiy
Question. Countervailing duty cases frequently require information on foreign

government programs. Is your office able to get reliable information from foreigngovernments?
Answer. Our confidence in the reliability of information recieved has increased

with the passage of the Trade Aqreements Act because the Act requires verification
of information submitted by foreign governments. We use best available evidence in
the absence of verification. However, problems remain. Sometimes it is difficult toinsist on what we would consider adequate verification. A number of foreign govern-
ments have been reluctant to permit verification, stating that such actions were the
equivalent of doubting the inherent truthfulenss of their submissions

SQuestion. Do the provisions for suspension or termination of antidumping cases
give your office enough scope for settling those cases without prejudice to the
statutory rights of U.S. industry or foreign respondents?

Anwer. Yes. The goal of the antidumping and countervailing duty laws is to
eliminate the injurious impact of imports entering the United States as a result of
unfair trade practices. This can be achieved by either (1) the elimination of the
unfair practices themselves or (2) the elimination of the injury that the practices
are causing. At the same time antidumping and countervailing duty actions should
not serve as a deterrent to open competition from imports which do not so benefit.

The present suspension agreement provisions in both the antidumping and coun-
tervailing duty area requre the agreement of a very high percentage of the export-
ers. This level of participation assures the virtual complete elimination of the
dumping or subied and meets the goal of eliminating the injurious practices. The
present law provides for the right of consultation with the petitioner prior to a
suspnson agreement. Further, any interesed party may request the C to review
the suspension agreement to determine whether the injurious effects of the imports
are eliminated. M

SENATOR DANYORm's QUEST ONS TO MR. BeADY
Question. Can a small business afford to bring a case under the antidumping and

countervailing duty laws?
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Answer. The 1979 Trade Agreements Act changed the antidumping and counter-
vailing duty laws both substbntivel and procedurally. Many of the changes were
made in order to expdite comple6on of investigations while at the same time
opening up investigation to more public scrutiny.

The result is a law which is significantly more complex than previously and as a
result the costs of bringing petitions and seeing a case through to conclusion has
grown enormously. Im rt Administration recognizes that ;e costs could limit
access to relief under tse laws for small firms, particularly in developing foreign
subsidy or pricig information.

Import Administration is aware of these burdens and has taken a number of steps
to aid petitioners in preparing complaints. Standardized petition formats have been
developed which help a potential petitioner identify with precision the t of
information which Import Administration requires toep a case. Im port A s
tration staff are prepared to meet with potential petitioners, both in Washington
and in the field, to provide further assistance in the petitioner to useful
data sources for subeid and pricing information. trough ese efforts, we believe
that we can iantly reduce the cost of intla and process a case.

Question, What provision is made for training Import Ation Staff to
understand the intricacies of International Trade?

Answer. We have established an extensive, ongoing: in-house training program,
taking full advantage of the diverse backgrounds of present staff. Coure are
presently offered on interpretation of the AD/CVD statute and regulations, usage
of computers in the analysis of case submissions, and international business struc-
tures and strategies. We are currently compiling a cost accounting course to deal
with investigative verifications. .

In addition, we have developed a skills inventory of present staff and encourage
staff to supplement their education and training in areas such as accounting,
finance, economics, and language.

Quetion. Is the confidentiality of information furnished in antidumping and
countervailing duty cases protected? _

Answer. Yes. We only release this information under protective order to counsel
for firms that are parties to our proceedings. We believe that the sanctions under
our protective orders are adequate to protect confidentiality. In one instance, We
granted limited access to in-house counsel but again under a protective order with
appropriate sanctions. In that case, and to.our knowledge all other cases in which
protective orders have been granted, the terms have been strictly adhered to. In any
event, no information would be released over the objections of the submitting firm.
The firm requesting confidential treatment retains the right to withdraw any infor-
mation it does not wish released. q

But, this committee has devoted-it is not your fault. Don't
misunderstand me. The process seems to be less than rapid. &

But, at least you will be confirmed during the President's first
term. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRmAN. This committee has devoted a lot of time and
effort to seek to insure that the foreign policy pressures do not
influence decisions under the antidumping and counterv aling duty
laws which protect our industry from unfair trade practices.

That is a matter of great concern to many of us. We find some-
times fuzzy foreign policy considerations thwarting the intent of
the Congress and this committee, and I assume sometimes your
area.

I don't want you to comment on that, but I would like to know if
you have any plans to see that the congressional intent is followed.

Mr. BRADY. Mr. Chairman, absolutely. In my view, and I know
that this may sound simplisitic, but in my view, the law is the law.

As my professional background shows, I worked for Senator
Dirksen and Senator Ervin, jointly, and they were both fairly strict
constructionists.

I believe the law must be administered as Congress intended.
In this particular area, to the extent that we are able to impress

other agencies of the U.S. Government, as well as foreign coun-
tries, that the law is narrow, that it requires certain actions to be
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taken and the discretion is narrow, then I believe we make a major
step and are able to then implement it more effectively.

That is very definitely my goal. I think we have already started
that process, frankly.

So, there are no quick fixes. That is the manner in which I will
administer it.

The CHAIRMAN. Someone can always conjure up some foreign
policy reason we shouldn't do anything. There are a lot of people
down there do that full time. We don't want it done at all.

So, we hope that-State Department has been running the coun-
try long enough. We -would like to see some of the other agencies
have a role to play.

Do you have any--Senator Bradley, do you have any questions?
Senator BRADLEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask first, if you have any friends or

family members you would like to introduce who are with you
today, other than Senator Humphrey?

Mr. BRADY. I don't, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Is Senator Humphrey a family member?
The CHAIRMAN. He is a friend.
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Brady is older than I, but not that much

older. [Laughter.]
Senator BRADLEY. I would like to ask a few questions, Mr. Brady.
Do you think it was a wise thing for the President to have done

to remove the grain embargo without getting any concessions
from--
"The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Senator BRADLEY [continuing]. The Soviets?
Mr. BRADY. Senator, at the time the grain embargo was imposed,

I was out of town and I was called by the White House, as a matter
of fact, and they read the thing to me. I was asked, because I was
still Deputy Director of the Office of Export Administration at the
time. I was asked my opinion. I told them that I thought if that
was all we had as far as in our arsenal, to counteract the invasion
of a foreign country, then we were in a pretty weak position.

I think that as a tool for what it was intended, it was probably
inappropriate. It appears to have been ineffective to the extent
that other suppliers filed in where we cut off.

In other words, what I am saying is that it didn't have the
intended effect.

The President had made a promise during the course of the
campaign that he would lift it. He kept his promise.

So, to that extent, yes, I believe it was proper for him to lift it
without so-called concessions in return.

Senator BRADLEY. What kind of a message do you think it sent to
our allies that we yielded on a point of national interest to pres-
sure from one constituent group?

What would the United States say to the Germans if they decid-
ed to decrease their military expenditures and increase their subsi-
dies to farmers?

What kind of a message would that send to the Soviets?

81-839 O-81---a
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Mr. BRADY. Senator, if that action had been taken in isolation, I
think that perhaps the message would not have been one that we
wanted to send.

However, I don't believe that was the case. We are working with
our allies, and as a matter of fact, the entire area of East-West
trade policy is under review, very fundamental review in this
administration.

The Cabinet Council on Trade and Commerce has met a number
of times and considered the subject of East-West economic rela-
tions.

Determinations have been made, for instance, with regard to
export control, that the machinery-the Commerce-led machinery
to decide those issues-is going to be reinvigorated.

There are a number of interagency groups underway that are
examining the fundamental policy choices. We will soon be getting
together with our allies to discuss the question of East-West eco-
nomic relations.

So, I think the action was not taken in isolation. I think our
allies appreciate where we are coming from and where we are
probably going to go in terms of East-West trade and economic
policy. I

Senator BRALgu. Do you support Poland's entry into the IMF?
Mr. BRAY. Senator, to be honest with you, that is not an issue

that falls under my jurisdiction. I would be out of my element in
volunteering an answer to that.

Senator BRADUCY. You mean you only deal with the trade. You
do not deal with how the trade is financed?

Mr. BRADY. Senator, to the extent that the credit issue, the debt
which is owed by the Eastern Bloc and the Soviet Union to the
West, is an element of East-West trade policy, then certainly I deal
with it.

But, specifically as to the decision of whether or not Poland joins
the IMF, that is not something that I deal with.

Senator BRADLEY. That is what?
Mr. BRADY. That is not something that I deal with.
Senator BRADLEY. But, what is your personal opinion? I mean,

you know what the IMF is and you know what Poland's credit
position is.

What is your personal view?
Mr. BRADY. Senator, I really don't have one. It would be off the

top of my head, and I have not looked at the pro's and con's of
whether or not Poland should go into the IMF.

I realize that Poland is on the brink of a financial collapse. I
know what the issues are, but yet I simply have not, in my own
mind, made a judgment.

Frankly, I tend to want to refrain from taking a position which
might not be an intelligent one.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, I have a number of other ques-
tions. I will wait for my next round.

The Chairman. Go ahead.
Senator BRADLEY. Since you won't have an opinion on the specif-

ic question as to whether Poland should join the IMF, what in your
view would be the strategic advantages and disadvantages to
having Poland become a member of the IMF?
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The Chairman. Stay within your own jurisdiction would be my
advice.

Mr. BwiY. Senator, to the extent that joining the IMF would be
a cover for the Polish debt or it might help the Poles step back
from the brink of financial collapse, then that is a foreign policy
decision for this Nation to make.

It is not one, as I said, that I participated in or that I am even
knowledgeable in the pro's and con's. It entails coming to grips
with the decision of whether or not we want to "bail" the Poles
out.

That is a decision that is basically between the Treasury Depart-
ment and the Department of State.

Senator BRA ". U.S. trade with Poland creates pressure for
financing that trade, which in turn has piled up a lax:ge Polish
debt. The IMF makes a loan to correct temporary payments im-
balances, helping countries to cope with large debt problems. But
before the IMF makes a loan to a country, it sets stringent condi-
tions as to what that country must do with its interest rate, with
its budget.

In other words, doesn't it exert some control over the internal
economic policies of the country?

Mr. BRADY. As an economist, I would have to answer very defi-
nitely, yes.

Senator BRADLzY. Then, what might that imply if Poland became
a member of the IMF?

Mr. BRADY. It would imply that Poland would have to put its
house in order.

Senator BRA.DLEY. Who would be calling the shots for that?
Mr. BRDY. Presumably, Senator, the IMF.
Senator BRADLEY. Right.
What would that mean then for Polish independence and Po-

land's relationship with the Soviet Union?
Mr. BRADY. I think that is where I would raise a very large

question mark, because I am not sure.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, wouldn't it be-
Mr. BRAY. I don't think any of us, Senator, really know what

the full extent of the Polish relationship with the Soviet Union or
its neighbors really is. I think that is an area that is a very large
question mark as to precisely how far any of these parties are
willing to go. That is an unknown.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, would you accept that if the IMF did set
conditions that Poland followed, that the Western economic views,
as generally reflected in the IMF, would certainly have more influ-
ence over the Polish situation than we have had in the past
decade?

Mr. BRADY. Senator, to the extent that I accept all of your
assumptions, and to the extent that this is a theoretical discussion,
then I would have to answer, yes, of course.

But, I hesitate in answering your questions because I could leave
this hearing room and find I have been quoted in a manner that a
Reagan administration spokesman has said such and such, when
this is a matter outside my jurisdiction, one in which I am.really
not knowledgeable, fully knowledgeable.
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Senator BRA mwY. Very well. Let us just move to the trade ques-
tion.

Mr. BRADY. Fine.
Senator BRADLEY. And off of the IMF. Do you think the United

States, the West is vulnerable to increased trade with the East
politically or strategically?

Do you think it makes us more or less vulnerable if we increase
trade with theEast? .....

Mr. BRADY. Senator, that is a question that has to be broken
down into parts.

One, you have to deal with the Soviet Union. You have to deal
with the PRC, and then you have to deal with Eastern Europe and
even within Eastern Europe, certain specific countries.

You then have to take a look at the Western countries involved
and come to grips with the relationship of France, West Germany,
to the Soviet Union, and the relationship of the United States with
the Soviet Union.

Currently, the relationship between Western Europe and the-
Soviet Union is probably of concern from the standpoint of the
interdependence that has developed, and whether that interdepend-
ence leads to Finlandization which has been always an objective of
the Soviet Union with regard to, certainly West Germany.

For instance, the fact that over 20 percent of West German steel
production goes to the Soviet Union, implies a certain dependency
which is difficult to break off on both sides.

So, yes, there is a strategic concern with East-West trade, very
definitely.

There is a concern with the debt and what the debt implies. We
do not know how much leverage exists on the part of the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe vis-a-vis the West, or which specific
banks are involved.

These are all very legitimate questions. They are questions we
are trying to address in the fundamental review of East-West eco-
nomic relations which is underway.

Senator BRADLEY. Is it your personal belief that the United
States should sell oil drilling equipment to the Soviet Union?

Mr. BRADY. Senator, I mentioned that the administration has
underway a number of reviews. One of them concerns or attempts
to answer the question: Is it in the national security interest of the
United States to help the Soviets develop their oil and gas produc-
tion manufacturing.

That is a question that has not been answered yet. I do not know
the answer to that. Frankly, I don't know where we are going to
come out on the answer.

There are very significant pro's and con's.
Senator BRADLEY. Is it in the interest of the United States to

increase the sale of grain to the Soviet Union?
Mr. BRADY. I suspect it probably is.
Senator BRADLEY. Is that also under review by the East-West

Trade Panel? Or if that judgment has already been made, how
could that be made before the decision on oil rigs, if both are
subject to the review?
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Mr. BRADY. Senator, when you deal with East-West trade you are
dealing with questions of degree and you are dealing with judg-
ment calls. -

I believe that grain is substantially different strategically than
for instance, the ability or the United States giving the Soviets the
technology or conceivably the equipment to help develop an oil
industry when we know that oil exports from the Soviet Union
account for over half of the foreign exchange they earn to be able
to buy goods in the West.

Now, at a time when the Soviets are apparently militarily supe-
rior to the United States in some areas, I think a very legitimate
question can be raised as to whether or not we want to help them
develop their foreign exchange capability.

Or, do we want to use the economic tool which we have as an
instrument of foreign policy.

Senator BRADLEY. So, you would draw the difference between the
two on the foreign exchange ground?

Mr. BRADY. To a certain extent, yes.
Plus, the strategic implication of off and gas, the infrastructure

that is created, the dependency, for instance, that is created in
certain areas of the world is of concern.

The other side of the coin is the argument that if you help the
Soviets then you relieve pressure on the Middle East and other
areas.

Senator BRADrzy. Does the recent CIA revision of Soviet oil
production capability affect your judgment at all on whether we
should assist them?

Mr. BRADY. I think, Senator, it will have to affect the final
conclusions of the review that is being done, yes.

Senator BRADLEy. So that you would think it would be less likely
that we Would sell them the equipment now that the CIA has said
that they won't be in an oil shortage?

Mr. BRADY. No; I don't think it is less likely or more likely. All I
am saying is it is a piece of information which is different informa-
tion than we had 3 weeks ago, and therefore, had to be inputted
into the review and may, when all the other factors are considered,
may bring us to a different conclusion.

I am not sure. All I am saying is it is a different piece of
information, definitely.

Senator BRADLum. Do you see any pressing national need to in-
crease our exports of coal to Western Europe?

Mr. BRADY. Very definitely, Senator.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, what specifically do you think can be

done to increase those exports?
Mr. BRADY. Well, I know there is a high unemployment situation

in the domestic coal industry in the United States. To the extent
that we are able to export coal, we also may help the Europeans in
an area, again, that is strategic to us, and that is the dependency
on the Soviet Union for gas which is a concern.

Basically, increasing export of coal creates American jobs. I
think that is a good, desirable objective and one that we should
work toward.

I know there are some problems of port facilities, but all these
problems can be addressed, I believe.
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Senator BaADum. What specifically, in your view, do we need to
do? We are on a relatively short time horizon now. The Germans
are now making a choice. They can buy natural gas from the
Soviet Union. They can buy natural gas from Algeria, and Norway,
or they can buy coal from the United States.

They are going to be making a decision. It is astounding to me, to
talk to Germans who say that the reason they will go with the
Soviets for natural gas supplies is they feel the Soviets are more
reliable suppliers.

What are we going to do to push the export of coal?
Mr. BRADY. Senator, we have under way in the Department, and

the administration will have under way, a policy aimed at increas-
ing the export of coal. That entails taking various actions.

Again, this is not an area that is under my jurisdiction. I am
aware that it is in process. I think it is something that is strongly
desirable. Again, it is a matter where we are conveying to our
European allies our willingness to export.

I have, for my part, as the administrator of short supply controls
that might eventually be used on coal exports, indicated to the
people within Commerce that I believe we should be exceedingly
reluctant to impose controls on the future export of coal. We can
thereby respond to criticism that we get from our allies that the
United States is not a predictable supplier.

Senator BADz. So assured supply with no controls is one
thing.

Mr. BRADnY. Very definitely.
Senator BwDY. Do you think there is anything else needed?
Mr. BRADY..It is my understanding, Senator, that yes, there are

some other things needed. The policy is being put together.
Senator BRADLY. As Assistant Secretary what is the criteria

that you will use and apply on the question of exports to the Soviet
Union?

Mr. BRADY. Senator, I think, if I had an answer to that question,
that I would get a scoop today. I don't know that yet. That is being
developed.

Senator BRADum. That is in your voea though, isn't it?
Mr. BRADY. Yes, absolutely, absolutely. The interagency group

that I mentioned, which is developing an East-West economic rela-
tions policy is now meeting. The review was initiated in the Cabi-
net Council on Commerce and Trade. It JIas been discussed a couple
of times subsequently. It will go back through the Council for the
President. The President will make the decision of how we are to
address the Soviets in terms of our economic relations.

That decision will be conveyed to our allies.
So that we are addressing policy in a coherent, structured

manner. The policy we get will be Reagan administration policy.Senator BRaDLe. Could you give the committee any guidance at
all about your personal feeling about what technologies clearly
will not be available for export to the Soviets?,

You mentioned earlier specific oil technology. What else?
Mr. BRADY. Senator, I could not at this point, because I think

there is a question of getting the broad policy guidance from the
President which may end up focusing more on technology than
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specific products, for instance, chess games that may have a micro-
processor in them.

We may want to focus more on process know-how, the ability,
the knowledge that teaches the Soviets to manufacture something.

In other words, that may be what we want to devote the Govern-
ment's resources to, making sure critical technologies are not ex-
ported to the Soviets. This is an exercise that has been going on for
a couple of years within the Government. It floundered a bit. I
think we can take it and make it a crisp policy, an efficient policy
that our allies understand, that the business community under-
stands, and one that is effective in dealing with the Soviet Union.

But, my previous statements with regard to East-West trade are
not very private. I am positioned very strongly on the issue. I still
believe that over the last 10 years, we have exported to the Soviet
Union in a manner which has helped them directly with their
military.

I believe most of the intelligence agencies agree with that assess-
ment and so does the Defense Department.

What we have to do is to come to grips with the question of how
do you prevent that in the future.

Senator BRADLEY. Could you list the items that we exported
which you think were directly helpful to the Soviet military and
state for the record whether you intend to prevent those kinds of
items from being exported in the future?

Mr. BRADY. Senator, there is a whole range of what I would call
process know-how, in the transportation industry which we export-
ed to the U.S.S.R. and helped them develop one of the modern,
ver modern industries in the world.

Senator BRADLEY. Do you think the Kama truck deal was a
mistake?

Mr. BRADY. Well, Senator, if Kama trucks roll into Poland, they
are not going to be the buses that had to roll into Czechoslovakia,
in 1968.

In 1968, the Soviet military had to take buses off the street of
Moscow to get their troops in. They are not going to have to do
this. They didn't have to do it in Afghanistan and they are not
going to have to do it if they go into Poland.

Senator BRADLY. So you think we shouldn't help them build
trucks; what else?

Mr. BRADY. I think there is a whole range of technologies. Some
of it is classified. Certainly, the whole ball bearing question is a
velr legitimate question.

There is a question of computers being diverted, specific pieces of
equipment being diverted. There is a question of air traffic control
technology both beiag sold as well as being acquired illegally.

There are any number of examples, Senator, where technology
has helped them directly.

Senator BRADurz. If a businessman came to you and said "Look,
I don't want to violate any of the prohibitions or criteria that you
are going to establish. What could I export to the Soviet Union?"

What would you tell him?
Mr. BRADY. Right now, Senator, I would tell him we are still

basically functioning under the Carter guidelines.
Within a month and a half-
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Senator BwLEY. Except in grain.
Mr. BRADY. Yes, but that was, you know, a Carter guideline

lasting a year. It applied to the Soviet Union only.
When we talk about East-West trade, I think we talk about the

PRC and Eastern Europe, also.
So, basically, we would have to go according to the criteria that

we have today.
That will not necessarily be the case within a couple of months. I

think we may have new criteria by which to guide the business
community.

I know the business community is concerned about this area
because they feel it is vague, it lacks predictability, it lacks concise-
ness. They don't know what to do from one day to the next.

I believe the Carter policy was characterized by ad-hocism and by
shooting from the hip.

What we hope to be able to give the business community and our
allies is a degree of consistency, so that they don't spend $200,000
trying to develop a market and then come in to my'department
and we will tell them, "Sorry, Bud, you can't export it."

Senator BRADY. I think that is very commendable.
When do you think you will have those developed?
Mr. BAwy., Senator, we hope to have the general guidelines from

the President within 1 month, maybe it might go over to 2 months.
At that point, then it is up to my department to take those broad

guidelines and to implement them with regard to specific cases and
issues and problems.

We have already begun that in trying to eliminate the backlog
we inherited. - I

I hope that by the end of the year we will have made significant
progress in giving to our allies and the business community this
predictability we hope to achieve.

Senator BRADfY. Just two other areas of questions.
Mr. BRADy. Yes.
Senator Bw)I. Did you feel-
Senator Humm . Pardon me, Senator Bradley, if you will.
Mr. Chairman, I have to excuse myself. I have to catch an

airplane. I am attending a meeting of the IMF on the Polish
question.[Lughter.]

Te CHAmhw. Good luck. Senator Humphrey. It is very enlight-
ening, by the way. Thank you very much.

Senator BRADLEY. Do you think that it is possible for the United
States to follow one policy with regard to exports to the Soviet
Union, a more stringent policy, a tougher policy, and Western
Germany to follow a less stringent, less tough policy?

Can we two-track this?
Mr. BRADY. No, we cannot. One of the fundamentals of the

Reagan administration policy, I believe, is going to be its multilat-
eral applicability.

I am not conceding Senator, that we in fact do follow a more
stringent policy than our allies. There is some legitimate differ-
ences in interpretation of the embargo list that we maintain with
our NATO allies and Japan.
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The business community says that we in fact are applying the
law more stringently than do the West Europeans. You know, that
may be the case in certain specific cases; but no, to be effective, for
national security reasons, if we have an embargo list, it must be
multilateral because it is not effective for the United States to
maintain a system of controls on particular commodities or tech-
nology that is available either from Japan or Western Europe.

So, to that extent, it must be multilateral and we intend to
elevate that with our major allies and to make that a focal point.

Senator BRADLEY. So that U.S. export controls will be in accord
with multilateral controls?

Mr. BRADY. Very definitely, Senator.
Senator BRADLEY. Would you also say that the levels of trade

with the Soviet bloc in general would be different among the Allied
countries?

In other words, can you see a rationale for the West Germans
trading much more directly and in much greater volume with the.
East than does the United States?

Mr. BRADY. Yes, but that doesn't necessarily mean that it is in
strategic commodities, either. There is a proximity, a geographical
proximity and a historical relationship that exists not only between
West Germany and the Soviet Union, but between Western Europe
and Eastern Europe.

This special relationship doesn't necessarily exist between the
United States and those countries involved--

Senator BRADLEY. So your point is that multilateral export con-
trols should not be inconsistent with historical patterns of trade in
terms of GNP in the country; in other words, a higher level for
Western Germany than in the United States?

Mr. BRADY. Not necessarily, Senator, as long as we are not
talking about strategic commodities.

Senatnr P2tADLEY. One last area.
Do you feel that the amount of Soviet bloc debt that is outstand-

ing to the West, say roughly $80 billion is a strategic vulnerability?
Mr. BRADY. Senator--
Senator BRADLEY. $80 billion in Western loans extended to East-

ern Europe; some $30 billion to the Soviets; some $27 billion to the
Poles.

Mr. BRADY. Senator, for over a year, I have indicated publicly
that I thought it was a legitimate area of concern for the United
States and for the West.Precisely what kind of a vulnerability, I am not sure we really
know. I think that is one of my concerns. I believe it is something
we must look at.

I notice the Wall Street Journal article of a couple of days ago,
which indicated that some banks in the West are now getting-
well, -I will use the word "concerned" again-about some of the
loans because of the Polish situation and because of the apparent
unwillingness of the Soviets to step in.

So, yes, it is very definitely something we must look at. It is an
element that must be factored into the public policy of this Nation
in dealing with the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.
* Senator BRADLEY. You said you are not certain what kind of

vulnerability it is?
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Mr. BRADY. I am not sure how extensive a vulnerability it is, or
how extensive the leverage is to; put it a different way.

Senator BRADLE. Let's say that the trucks which we helped
build now run into Poland. Clearly the West has made a series of
plans for what they are going to do, one of which must be, as I
understand it, to cut off of all trade: That's correct, isn't it?

Mr. BRADy. Senator, I would refrain from answering that ques-
tion.

Senator BRADLY. Why would you refrain?
Mr. BRADY. I don't think that the administration has indicated

publicly what its contingency planning was with regard to an
invasion of Poland.

Senator BRADIZY. Let's assume then that there is an embargo of
some sort. If that occurred and the Soviets made the calculation
that indeed, this is the end, and they clearly would have made this
calculation before they moved into Poland, why shouldn't the Sovi-
ets simply default?

Mr. BRADY. Yes.
Senator BADuz. If so, what would happen to the banking

system of the West?
Mr. BRADY. The latter part of your question is the unknown. I

am not sure exactly how that debt is distributed in the West. That
is what makes a difference.

Whether or not they default is, I think, a really debatable ques-
tion.

There is no doubt that the Soviet Union needs Western technol-
ogy if itisgoing to make the kind of progress that it wants to
make in its own industrial base.

To that extent, then we have leverage on them. But, it is a series
of judgmental decisions when you try to estimate the leverage that
both countries have on each other.

So, but, with regard to your fundamental question, I don't think
there is any doubt in my own mind that the debt is a legitimate
concern for the West and one which must be addressed, one which
we are addressing by the way, with our allies.

Senator BRADuEY. Let me get it a little clearer. It is a fundamen-
tal concern, but you don't think that the Soviets would default.

Mr. BRADY. I didn't say-
Senator BRADLEY. What is the concern?
Mr. BRADY. I didn't say that, Senator. There is also an East

European debt which is significant.
Senator BiRDniz. But, if the Soviets moved into Poland,,their

debt would suddenly go up from $30 billion to $60 billion, because
they would have the Polish debt, too.

Mr. BRADY. I don't think they would agree. They would be just a
police force.

Senator BiRAzv. The question is, What is your concern then?
Tryto be specific.

BRADY. The concern is the concern you expressed, Senator.
Under those circumstances, the Soviet Union might default.

Senator BRADLY. That is your concern. When you say you have
a concern about the size of the debt, your concern is that the
Soviets would default and that would possibly pose a threat to the
banking system?
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Mr. BRADY. What I am saying is, yes, basically. The only issue
between us is at what point, under what circumstances would the
Soviets default.

It is conceivable that if the friction developed between the
United States, between the West and -the Soviets to such an extent
where it was in their interest to default, then they probably would.

But, what is impossible for us to assess here is at what point does
that occur.

Senator BRADLEY. Who in the administration is thinking through
a response to that possible scenario?

Mr. BRADY. Senator, it is being addressed in terms of the East-
West economic relations review that is underway.

Senator BRAVumn. Who is charged with that?
Mr. BRADY. The State Department is chairing each one of these

interagency groups that I mentioned. There is input--
Senator Bwu)Izw. Is a representative from your office a member

of that?
Mr. BRADY. Very definitely.
Senator BwLEY. Will you be a member of that?
Mr. BRADY. Very definitely, Senator.
Senator BRADmLy. Will you be the person responsible in Com-

merce for the debt question?
Mr. BRADY. I share that responsibility with the Bureau of East-

West Trade.
Senator BuDLy. Who is that?
Mr. BRADY. It is a policy bureau.
Senator BRADLzY. Who is the person in charge there?
Mr. BRADY. The person is Bill Morris who is the Assistant Secre-

tary for Trade Development.
Senator BRADLEY. Right.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHnu m. You don't have any jurisdiction over IMF?
Mr. BRADY. I don't, Senator Dole. "
The CHIRMAN. I am pleased to hear that.
Then I would just say with reference to the statement on the

grain embargo, I think our allies were upset. They were taking
over our market. The Argentines are very upset that we terminat-
ed the embargo. They had just about taken over a customer.

But, that is another issue that I don't think you deal with direct-
ly. I think some of us feel embargoes are fine, as long as they are
across the board, and don't single out any one segment of our
economy.

I am pleased to know that we no longer need to defend the failed
policies of the Carter administration. There is a departure in this
administration, as you well expressed.

Mr. BRADY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHARMAN. Our next nominee is David R. Macdonald, to be

Deputy U.S. Trade Representative.
Senator Mattingly has been waiting patiently. I think he wants

to say a kind word about you. Is that all right?
Mr. MACDONALD. That is certainly all right with me, Mr. Chair-

man.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
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STATEMENT OF HON. MACK MATTINGLY, U.S. SENATOR, STATE
OF GEORGIA

Senator MATriNQLY. Mr. Macdonald, I think it might have been
easier, I suppose; to send a printed document here in support of
you. But as you and I are very close friends, I felt the bureaucra-
tese would be best served if I came in person today.

I think your service to this country as a former Assistant Secre-
tary of Treasury, as Under Secretary of the Navy and being in the
private practice of law, and that law practice being one that is
international in scope, fits you well and outfits you very, very well,
to become the Deputy U.S. Tade Representative.

I feel deeply also, that-I think it is unique today that you and I
are here beore the Finance Committee. It is the only way you and
I could get here.. Senator Dole wouldn't take me on, when I first
came to the Senate, but you and I--

The C~iftMAN. We have a rather rigid test.
Senator MArMNGLY. Right.
Mr. Macdonald was cochairman with me of the tax policy com-

mittee for the Republican National Committee, who is a strong
advocate of 10-5-8, which you may have heard of before.. But, really, I feel like when the President went out and tried to
search out people that had ability and character and wanted qual-
ity people to serye in the administration, he could have picked no
finer person than yourself to serve.

I am glad the Chairman, Senator Dole, has, let me come here to
speak on your behalf.

As a friend, and knowing your background, I welcome you
aboard. I am sorry it has taken so long to get you here.
. Mr. MACDONALD. Thank you very much, Senator. I hope I can

count on that one vote at least when it gets down to the floor of the
Senate.

The CHAmMAN. I can vouch for him. I think he will vote for you.
We appreciate that very much, Senator Mattingl. If the nomi-

nee sho1d run into difficulty, we'll be in touch with you immedi-
ately. [Laughter.]

Mr. MACDONALD. On the tax policy also. [Laughter.]
The CHARMAN. D you have a statement to make?
Mr. MACDONALD. I have a one-page statement, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of David R. Macdonald follows:]

PREARED SrATEmENT or DAVID It MACDONALD

David R. Macdonald was born November 1, 1980, in Chicago Illinois. He received
his B.S. degree from Cornell University in 1951 and his i.D. degree from the
Univerity of Michigan Law School In 1955. He was Assistant Editor of the Michi-
gan Law Review and was elected to the Order of the Coif.

-. In 1964, Mr. Macdonald was naped one of Chicago's Ten Outstanding Young
Men. He is a member of the American, Illinois, and Chicago Bar Associations; the
Economic and Legal Clubs of Chicago the Board of Directors of the Chicago Crime
Commission, Chicago Asociation of (ommerce and Industry and the Chicago City
Bank and Trust Company. He has been a contributor to various professional jour-
nals and a speaker at numerous legal institutes. Mr. Macdonald also is a histry
buff and a colr of litica! pplets and ephemera.

In May 1974, Mr. Macdonald was appointed Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
for Enforcement Operations and Tariff Affairs, where he was awarded the Treas-
u Departments Excptional Service Award. In that position he supervised the
administration of the 0ountervailing Duty Law, the Anti-Nmpig Act
international trade statutes, as well as supervising the Secret ce, eCustoms
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Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the Mint and the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing.

In September 1976, he was nominated by President Ford to be Under Secretary of
the Navy, and served in the position until February 1977. In that position he was
awarded the Defense Department's Medal for Distinguished Public Service.

He is married to the former Joy Odell of Evanston, Illinois. They have five
children, Martha (2-15-63), Emily (4-15-64), David (7-14-65), Rachel (1-3-68), and
Rebecca (9-17-72).

In 1977-78, Mr. Macdonald served as National Chairman of the Michigan Law
School Fund. Alsd in 1977, he was appointed to the Tax Subcommittee of the
Republican National Committee's Economic Affairs Council. In 1979, he took over
the co-chairmanship of that Subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF DAVID R. MACDONALD, TO BE DEPUTY U.S.
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. MACDONALD. I am delighted to have the opportunity to
appear before you today. It is an honor to be nominated as Deputy
U.S. Trade Representative and to appear before you for confirma-
tion.

I would like to assure you that I am fully aware of the special
responsibilities for international trade vested in Congress by virtue
of the Constitution and the resulting close relationship between the
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative and the Congress.

I intend to work to strengthen that relationship and to response
to the needs of this committee, the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee and the Congress as a whole.

Our priorities in trade policy have one aim, advancing U.S. inter-
ests. We can achieve this most effectively by expanding world trade
on a mutually profitable and reciprocal basis.

To do this we need to begin at home by removing self-imposed
export disincentives such as the present laws dealing with elicit
payments and the current unwieldy and burdensome system of
taxation of Americans abroad.

At the same time, we will be working toward the removal of
foreign obstacles and disincentives to our exports both through
effective enforcement of the multilateral codes and through bilater-
al efforts.

This is particularly important with respect to our agricultural
exports to which numerous foreign obstacles exist.

Agricultural products, as you particularly know, Mr. Chairman,
contributed a favorable sectoral balance to the United States of
about $24 billion, in 1980.

Now, they are presently running at an annualized rate of about
$31 billion, favorably.

So, once again, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the
committee, and would be happy to address any questions that the
committee may have, sir.

The CIRMAN. Th you very much.
I might say I appireciate your comments with reference to agri-

culture and trade and the contribution it makes. I think some-
times, since there are not as many farmers as there once were, it is
overlooked as an important segment of our economy and what
would we do without it as far as our balance of payments is
concerned.

I would yield first to Senator Danforth who may have questions
as chairman of our Subcommittee on Trade.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Macdonald, I think you said in your remarks that the U.S.
Trade Representative, will advance the interests of the United
States. I think one of the most memorable comments I have heard
by a Presidential nominee was when Ambassador Brock came
before this committee in his confirmation hearing and said in his
opening statement, "The purpose of the U.S. Trade Representative
is to serve the commercial interests of the United States."

I think that means that your job is to drive a bargain; make a
deal. To make a deal with the economic and commercial interests
of the United States in mind.

Your job is not to create a kind of academic, philosophical posi-
tion which you pursue regardless of its ramifications.

Is that what you are saying?
Mr. MACDONALD. I would say so, Senator Danforth. Our job is to

make a deal or not make a deal, as commercial interests of the
United States may appear.

Senator DANFoRTH. There are people who are very interested in
the subject of trade, but they are extremely ideological. They say
they believe in free trade which I think they define as being
United Stated market absolutely free for anyone-

Without regard to reciprocity, without regard to our access to the
markets of other exporting countries.

My hope would be that U.S. Trade Representative would have a
more practical function and you would not be practicing some
ideological version of the trade picture.

Mr. MACDONALD. You certainly heard me correctly. Advocacy of
free trade for the United States has to have as its adjunct the
possibility of retaliatory action or demands for compensation in the
event that our trading partners adopt policies that are less than
free trade.

It is similar to unilateral disarmament. Free trade is good as
long as both sides are mutually and in a balanced way reducing
their obstacles to free trade.

Senator DANFoRTH. We went through this exercise in the case of
automobile imports from Japan. There were those who tried to
make the point, I was one of them, that our relations with Japan
are really not relations based on free trade. That a host of barriers
have been erected by Japan against imports from the United
States.

Therefore, in considering any part of a trade relationship with
another country, we should consider a whole range of trade rela-
tionships.

Do you agree with that?
Mr. MACDONALD. I believe you are referring to what some have

called "the Brock Doctrine." I agree with it. It has to be accompa-
nied by a statement that the Japanese have come a long way in the
last 10 or 15 years. There are certain Japanese markets that cer-
tain high technology U.S. companies are penetrating very effective-
ly.

Nevertheless, there are some very subtle Government policies
that are pursued by the Japanese, some even innocently. I am not
even sure that the Japanese realize their real effect.
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Their customs inspection policy, for example, I am sure they
I--think that is a normal procedure, but it has a detrimental effect on

our exportin.
While I admire the Japanese for the degree to which they have

attempted in the context of their own cultural background to open
up their markets, I think that this administration had better spend
its entire 4 years or 8 years, working on the further dismantling of
these very subtle obstacles to trade.

Incidentally, the most obvious obstacles that are much less subtle
are in the agricultural field with quotas on citrus and citrus prod-
ucts, beef, and forest products. In forest products they have asked
us to restrain ourselves and certain other U.S. agricultural exports.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Macdonald, the MFA arrangement provides for orderly trade

in textiles and apparel between low wage countries and the devel-
oped countries.

Do you believe the MFA she would be significantly strengthened
in this year's renewal?

Mr. MACDONALD. Strengthened in terms of restricting the im-
ports?
-Senator HEINZ. Well, the purpose of the multifiber agreement is

to try to avoid the disruption of markets through disorderly in-
creases in volume among the various trading countries that receive
the volume in the form of imports.

Mr. MACDONALD. Correct,
Senator HEINZ. So strengthening means avoiding more disorder.
Mr. MACDONALD. This is what we made clear to our trading

artners at the MFA negotiations under the GATT on May 7 and
, that we were concerned about this particular problem of market

disruption; that is, the whole question of rising imports during a
period of very sluggish demand which we have gone through here
recently, but, we hope we are coming out of now.

Senator HEINZ. Should the MFA be strengthened so that there is
less of a surge in imports during a period of sagging demands
domestically?

Mr. MACDONALD. Let me put it this way. I believe it should
prevent sudden and large import surges that result in dislocation
and unemployment.

Senator HEINZ. But you are for necessary surprises?
Mr. MACDONALD. Surprises are not necessary in this field.
Senator HEINZ. Well, I don't know what ybu mean.
What do you mean?
I don't understand your policy. You are either for a stronger, the

same, or a weaker agreement. Now which are you for?
Mr. MACDONALD. I am a little troubled by the term "stronger."
Senator HEINZ. One that will do a better job of preventing

market disruptions.
Mr. MACDONALD. That we are absolutely for, yes.
Senator HEINZ. You are committed to strengthening the MFA to

do that?
Mr. MACDONALD. Correct.
Senator HEINZ. How?
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Mr. MACDONALD. We haven't finalized an approach in this area
yet, since we are at the beginning of the negotiating process.

Senator HEINZ. Do you have an approach of any kind? "
Mr. MACDONALD. Yes. I am in general charge of this, among

other policies. We have a textile negotiator who is actively working
in this area and we also have our Geneva deputy who is taking an
active lead in the MFA negotiations.

As a result, I have concentrated my efforts elsewhere.
Senator HEINZ. Let me be a little more specific then.
One of our big problems is the fact that though we made bilater-

al textile agreements with our major suppliers, our Government in
the past has been lax in enforcing those agreements.

Now, are we going to have those kinds of agreements in the
future and are they going to be enforced? -

Mr. MACDONALD. If they are not being enforced, Senator, I will
make a commitment to check into that and get back to you and
make sure they are.

Senator HEINZ. If they are not being enforced, you will check and
tell us whether or not they are being enforced?

Mr. MACDONALD. Yes.
Senator HEINz. That is nice, but we already know they are not

being enforced. None of us need anybody to tell us that they are
not being enforced.

Mr. MACDONALD. I don't believe I said that.
Senator HEINZ. What would you do?
Mr. MACDONALD. If they are not being enforced, I will make sure

that they are enforced.
Senator HEINZ. Very well.
You seem a little hesitant about enforcing our fair trade laws.
Mr Macdonald. I have no hesitation at all to enforce our fair

trade laws.
Senator HEINZ. Do you agree that with respect to the MFA that

our negotiating goals should be to relate import growth from all
sources to domestic market growth?

Mr. MACDONALD. Boy, you really are asking me questions thatI-
Senator HEINZ. I won't be the last.
Mr. MACDONALD. I can see that.
Senator HEINZ. If I don't do it, someone else will.
Mr. MACDONALD. The specifics of how MFA will be strengthened

have not yet been determined. It is actively being worked on by
Peter Murphy, our chief textile negotiator, and Mike Smith, our
Deputy in Geneva, who as a team supervise that area.

I have not heard any complaint regarding their conduct of it.
As a result, I have not addressed myself to the specific day-to-day

developments under the MFA. We have a big plate and very few
people in our shop, as I am sure you know, Senator.

Senator HEINZ. Let me put a slightly softer question to you, then.
Do you see any problem with having an MFA that does a better job
than the last one did, in relating import growth from all sources, to
our domestic market growth.

D you have any problems with that statement of principle?
Mr. MACONALD. None whatsoever.
Senator HEINZ. Good.
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President Reagan should be glad to hear that because in a letter
to Senator Thurmond, during the campaign, he said, "When the
MFA expires at the end of 1981, it needs to be strengthened by
relating import growth from all sources to domestic market
growth."

I am glad I finally got you to agree with the President even
though you seemed a little reluctant.

Well, one last question. This is as regards the Subsidiee Code. In
order to negotiate a Subsidies Code that was acceptable to all
parties, the administration had to give-the last administration
had to give-some explicit assurances as to the minimum level of
obligation that would be expected of any LDC seeking designation
by the United States as a countr under the agreement.

Mr. MACDONALD. That is correct.
Senator HmNz. These were specifically laid out by administra-

tion spokesmen and they included four things.
One, an obligation not to extend existing export subsidies to any

wider range of products.
Two, an obligation not to raise the amounts of existing export

subsidies.
Three, an obligation not to introduce new export subsidies.
Four,' and most important, a commitment to phase out existing

subsidies and to eliminate subsidies immediately for those products
for which the subsidizing country already is competitive.

Now, in the last 18 months, and this is in good measure the
problem of the last, not this administration, those expectations
which are considered minimum expectations didn't seem to be
pursued terribly seriously in the cases of Pakistan and Korea.

In some cases, they were really openly flaunted by some coun-
tries such as Uraguay.

You tend to hold the line on these kinds of minimum assur-
ances?

Mr. MACDONALD. Senator, the problem is a deeper one than you,
I fear, suspect.

In presenting the Subsidies Code, to Congress, there is no ques-
tion that the representations you described were indeed made. In
particular, the fourth commitment that went to the subsidies was
in fact not required of Pakistan. This resulted in a similar claim
being made by India when it signed the Subsidies Code almost a
year ago.India has taken the United States, now, to the GATT for our
insistence to require India to eliminate their subsidies.

Senator HEINZ. Who has taken us to the GATT?
Mr. MACDONALD. India.
Senator HwNz. For our refusal to-
Mr. MACDONALD. Yes.
Senator HINz [continuing]. Insist on their eliminating their sub-

sidy?
Mr. MACDONALD. Exactly.
Senator Emz. I see.
I think you didn't mean what you said. They didn't take us to

the GATr because we didn't pursue our right.
Mr. MACDONALD. No, sir. After Pakistan was allowed to enter the

Subsidy code without eliminating their subsidies, India claimed

81-83 0-81-4
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that our refusal to allow India to do the same thing violated the
GATT.

Senator HEINZ. That's correct; yes,
Mr. MACDONALD. That case is now pending. The Subsidies code

itself is an extremely loosely drawn document, particularly in this
area. Article 14 of- the code only requires less developed countries
to make a commitment appropriate to their state of development to
reduce or.eliminate their export subsidies.

In fact, it doesn't even require them to reduce the subsidies, but
to endeavor to reduce or eliminate them.

I think that there is a very real question as to whether 'any
administration can live up to the commitment that was unques-
tionably made by the Carter administration in the light of the fact
that the code negotiated by the last administration, as well as the
GATT, may not justifiably allow us to do that.

We are headed for a collision course here.
Senator HEINZ. Why wouldn't-why would the Reagan adminis-

tration be unable to live up to the representation to Congress and
others?

Mr. MACDONALD. Well, from a strictly domestic standpoint, we
can. But, I question whether we have entered into an agreement
internationally that is consistent with that.

Senator HEINZ. You mean with Pakistan?
Mr. MACDONALD. Excuse me.
Senator HEINZ. You mean the agreement with Pakistan.
Mr. MACDONALD. The agreement with Pakistan as it impacts

under the GAIT, whether we can, on a most-favored-nation basis,
descriminate between Pakistan and India is the issue.

Senator HEINZ. I understand that. But, is that why we are
unable, because of that treatment of Pakistan, why we are unable
to follow through.

You are saying you are unable to follow through?
Mr. MACDONALD. No. We are certainly able to do whatever the

Congress wants in this area, because we can flaunt the GAT. As a
practical matter, nobody is going to come in and enforce that.

Senator HEINZ. Are you saying that these representations that
were made are inconsistent with the GATT?.

Mr. MACDONALD. I am saying the allegation has been made, and
it is not an inconsequential one considering the Subsidies Code.
That is, what the last administration has done.

Senator HEINZ. Very well.
So, what you are saying is because we are stuck with Pakistan,

we have to give up everything else.
Mr. MACDONALD. No, I am not saying that.
Senator HEINZ. Well, what are you saying? Put it in English so I

can understand it.
Mr. MACDONALD. I am saying that a commitment which was

made by the last administration, to obtain a commitment to elimi-
nate subsidies by less developed countries over time, is presenting a
serious problem.

That commitment having been breached once, is going to cause
great trouble be<t -e of expectations of commitments by other
countries, and not only great political troubles, but also great legal
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trouble under international trade agreements, particularly the
GATT.

Senator HziNz. Well, that is what I thought you said.
Mr. MACDONALD. We are now in the position of trying to decide

what we are going to do and get back to Congress, and I have had
several meetings with the staff of the Senate Finance Committee
on this very matter, pointing out this problem.

Senator HNzNz. There are really basically two solutions. One is to
junk the agreement made with Congress and others, and the other
is to junk the agreement with Pakistan. Make the agreement with
Pakistan consistent with what the administration once said in fact
it was going to do.

Mr. MACDONALD. I am not sure we can junk the agreement with
Pakistan. It has already been performed in the sense that they are
now a party to the Subsidies Code.

Senator Hznz. We never abrogated an agreement? We have
never withdrawn a treaty with another country? We never can-
celled our relationship with Taiwan and things like that?

Mr. MACDONALD. Once they are a part of the Subsidies Code, I
am not sure we can get them back out of the Subsidies Code
unilaterally. That is where the problem arises..Senator HNz. That's an interesting point. I don't know whether
you are correct or not.

Mr. MACDONALD. I am saying, this is a very serious problem.
Senator HEIz. Yes.
Mr. MACDONALD. It is a problem we have inherited.
Senator HENz. It is a serious problem. It strikes me that it

would be a very grave mistake for this administration to be forced
for whatever reason to back down on the commitments t' -t were
made to us. I think you might touch off a serious protectionist
wave in the Congress were you to do that.

The country has been through a very long period of our existing
fair trade laws being flaunted by previous adminstrations.

As a result, many problems were never addressed and many
domestic industries have been very seriously injured. The conse-
quence of all of that was the 1979 Trade Agreements Act. It went
through the Congress very smoothly, based in large part on a
variety of very solemn commitments made.

The easiest way for quotas on automobiles, quotas on textiles,
quotas on shoes bei lg legislated by the Congress, is for this admin-
istration to say, 'Well, I am sorry. These commitments aren't
worth the paper they are written on or the tape they were record-
ed on."

I hop it does not come to that, because you run a very grave
risk of getting the House ard Senate to do things that probably, in
the long run, are not good for the country. •

Mr. MACDONALD. Senator, I couldn't agree with you more. When
I left the Ford administration over 4 years ago, I would say we
were on the 50-yard line when it came to the countervailing duty
law and our posture, vis-a-vis the rest of the world, in eliminating
subsidies.

Now, when I am coming back to Government service, I find we
are on our own 10-yard line, in my opinion.

Senator HEINz. We wish you had never left town.
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Mr. MACDONALD. I must say the structure- and the theory is
different from that which I had as a Government official inputting
into this area. Believe me, when I administered these laws, no one
ever suggested that responsibility for their administration leave
the Treasury Department.

The Treasury Department, at the time I was in a position to
enforce these laws, was not considered to be recalcitrant in its trust
with the Congress.

Senator HEINZ. You can say that again.
Mr. MACDONALD. We left at that time in the posture that we

would give an injury test, or we would adopt an injury test, which
we were not required to do since it was grandfathered in GATT, in
exchange for an entire removal of export subsidies by the rest of
the world.

That was the strategy. Now I find that strategy or the results of
that effort in disarray.

We are going to try to recover it, with your help, Senator. I am
sure you will give us substantial help, I can tell from your ques-
tions. We are going to bring it back to the point where we at least
get some to work, if not most, or perhaps all.

Senator HEINZ. Well, no one accused the Japanese of dumping or
subsidizing their autos.

Senator Danforth did such a good job with his legislation, had
there not been a voluntary agreement, there is just no doubt in my
mind the Congress would have enacted a limitation on imports on
a commodity where no one ever alleged subsidies or dumping.

Now, if there are countries that are being allowed to do this and
are affecting our domestic employment which in some way the
blind eye is turned to for whatever reason, there is just no doubt in
my mind that a legislative solution which is, generally speaking,
the least preferred kind of solution to these things, will be forth-
coming from some quarter.

I think that message ought to be understood by the people you
are trying to negotiate with.

Let me ask you one last question. I am taking too much of my
colleagues' time.

A number of us, Senator Moynihan and myself, have been work-
ing on a better system of graduating countries from the GSP pro-
gram.

Have you had a chance to look at that?
Mr. MACDONALD. I know its general outline.
Senator HEINZ. I beg your pardon.
Mr. MACDONALD. I do know its general outline. It is a more

automatic system.
Senator HE~z. Do you believe it would be generally good policy

to allow more less developed and smaller countries, those that have
smaller volumes, in under GSP and at a certain point, earlier than
we do now, graduate the bigger, more successful exporters, such as
Taiwan and Korea?

Mr. MACDONALD. That has to be the purpose of GSP and the
graduation policy itself. Anything that includes that objective
would be welcome.

Senator HEINz. The general attitude of my constituents is that
Taiwan seems to be doing better than the United States.
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Mr. MACDONALD. The GSP utilization situation, as I am sure you
know, Senator, is that the vast majority of imports under GSP
come from about four or five countries that are our most effective
competitors.

Senator HEINZ. I am glad to hear you say that.
What has really happened, of course, is that some of the so-called

less developed countries have been developing quite successfully
and extensively. Their wage rates are much lower than ours, of
course. But they really do lead the industrialized coun tries. Our
present laws, it seems to me, do not take that into account fully.

Thank you very much.
Senator DA' poR. It is my understanding that 'he U -TR has

circulated proposed criteria for making recommendations to the
President subsequent io International Trade Commission findings
on section 337 cases.

The possibility of such criteria has caused jitters in the minds of
a number of people. It would be possible, through the use of the
criteria, to diminish the usefulness of section 337.

I think it is fair to say the Senate Finance Committee would like
to be a part of any process of developing this criteria.

Mr. MACDONALD. I understand that, Senator. There have not
been any criteria formally circulated or anything like that.

I will make a commitment to consult with this committee and
interested members of this committee before any formal criteria
are adopted.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much. Now, I would like to
move to another subject.

During the months of debate over the auto industry situation, I
grew concerned that our Government was not speaking with one
voice on such a grave matter of policy. We had an awfully large
number of groups around. We had USTR's, the State Department's
and that of the Commerce Department. We had the Trade Policy
Committee. We had a separate committee chaired by Secretary
Baldrige. We had a separate task force, chaired by Secretary Lewis.
And we had a great number of Japanese delegations, each compris-
ing a dozen or more people, coming to the United States on almost
a weekly basis.

They would make the rounds from one Cabinet officer to the
next. Then they would come to the Congress and make the rounds.

It seemed to me, instead of speaking with one voice, we were
speaking with numerous voices. Instead of having one policy, we
had a great ambivalence in our own minds as to exactly what we
should be doing in the automobile situation.

That is just one example. My concern is that it is an example of
a larger problem. Now, there are some people, including Senator
Roth, who believe that there should be another restructuring of the
trade function within the executive branch.

I don't know if that is necessary or not. It might make sense. But
it seems to me, that at least we should have a way of formulating a
clear policy on international trade in this administration, where
the function of the USTR should be as the spokesman and the
implementing agent of that policy.
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The chaos which I perceive is a matter of great concern. I think
under these circumstances it is difficult for the United States to
maintain a strong and convincing trade policy or trade posture.

Mr. MACDONALD. Senator, the statute certainly reads as you say
it reads. That is to say the Trade Policy Committee and the U.S
Trade Representative is the principal spokesman on trade policy.

The administration unquestionably went through what I would
call a "shake out period," there being a new administration. It
ended up with Senator Brock taking charge of the situation and
acting on behalf of the administration without too much back-
ground noise, so to speak.

Senator DANFORTH. I think you did a commendable job under the
circumstances. It is very hard to imagine more difficult circum-
stances.

Mr. MACDONALD. I appreciate your saying that. I know that he
thinks that your efforts to solve the problem were instrumental in
its solution.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, my own view is that there are probably
an infinite number of ways o setting up something structurally. I
am not sure that one way is necessarily any better than any other
way. The point is to try to make sure that somehow the Govern-
ment, and of course Congress has the prime responsibility constitu-
tionalyx , we devised a way of saying, "Well, this is our trade
policy.

The key is that whoever is doing the negotiating is actually
working out the deals, is implementing a policy which has been
clearly determined and that the deal ends up being something that
is reasonably related to that policy.

Mr. MACDONALD. We are working-very hard, as I think you may
know, Senator, on such a policy statement and have consulted with
your staff extensively and they have made substantial contribu-
tions to it.

Senator DANFORTH. Would you view this as the primary function
of the executive branch?

Mr. MACDONALD. To set the policy? It seems to me as though it is
a joint responsibility. The Congress has the power to regulate
interstate and foreign commerce. That is the starting point. They
have done two things, passed a series of laws regulating interstate
commerce, the Trade Act of 1974, the Trade Act Agreements of
1979, as well as a procedural structural statute that creates the
Trade Policy Committee.

Within that framework it would seem to me that the President
would be able to develop a policy then which is consonant with
those laws and also consonant with the desires of Congress.

It is an area in which neither party can move very far without
the other.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Danforth.
Then, I have a couple of questions. I wanted to make certain the

record reflects I understand the USTR may be consulting with
Brazil concerning the increased duties on ethanol. I would justrint out that the Committee on Finance, on this legislation, clear-
y regarded this decision to increase this tariff is directly related to

the national security interests of the United States.
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We would hope that before we are already getting indications
from the same people in the State Department who were there in
the last administration, they don't like that particular policy.

I suggest, if there is any different view than we have on the
Committee on Finance, and in the Congress, or the USTR, that we

- have that notice in advance, because we are not going to accept
any change in that policy unless the Congress changes the policy.

That is in question form, along with a couple of other questions
we would like to have answered for the record.

[Questions submitted to Mr. Macdonald follows:]

QUwnON FOR DAVID MACDONALD FROM SENATOR DOLE

The Office of the USTR has circulated among members of the private trade bar a
proposal for establishing criteria for use in reviewing decisions of the USITC in
cases under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. As you know, section 337 is one of
the most active areas of unfair trade practice law and is relied on by the members
of the business community to protect their legitimate business interests.

Any proposals to change the existing review practices must be carefully consid-
ered. Will you consult with Committee staff before formulating such proposals in
order that both the Committee's interests and your concerns may be taken into
account? -

BACKGROUND

The Office of the United States Trade Representative has circulated among mem-
bers of the trade bar for discussion purposes a set of proposed criteria for review of
United States International Trade Commission decisions in section 337 cases. Sec-
tion 337 provides for relief from unfair imports (most frequently goods made in
foreign countries in violation of U.S. patenbi). The relief may take the form of
exclusion order barring entry of the goods into the United States or a case and
desist order. While the ITC may order relief, the President on advice from the
USTR may veto the relief order for "policy reas~ns".

USTR has proposed a set of criteria to be ued in fashioning its advice to the
President which is so broad that if implemented. it could severely reduce the use
and effectiveness of the statute. The Committee stiff has not been consulted about
these proposals.

QUESTONS FOR DAViD MACDONALD FRow SENAToR DANiOrm

Where does the U.S. stand in the negotiations for renewal of the multi-fiber
arrangement concerning trade in textiles and wearing apparel?

STATUS OF THE MIULTIFIBER ARRANGEMENT

The Multifiber Arrangement (MFA) must be renegotiated by December 31, 1981.
The forty-two signatories have met tis year in the GATT Textiles Committee to
consider MFA renewal but progress b'as been slow to date. At the most recent
meeting on May 7 and 8 most countries pat forward preliminary positions.

At the May meeting the United States indicated strong support for an interna-
tionally acceptable successor to the current MFA. The United States also expressed
concern over the impact of the ever-broadening base of imports, especially during
periods of sluggish domestic growth.

While endorsing continued expansion of developing country access to the world's
textile markets, especially for new and small supplier countries, the United States
indicated its concern with the new, more complex aspects of market disruption
related to the growth in large quotas from our major suppliers.

The impact of this growth necessitates tighter agreements with our major bilater-
al partners to prevent disruption of the US. market, The United States indicated its
interest in exploring whether this can be addressed within the framework of the
existing MFA, including the 1977 protocol of extension.

The next GATT Textiles Committee meeting, starting July 14 will consider the
extension, modification or discontinuance of the 1977 protocol. This meeting is
intended to be a substantive one during which countries will make specific proposals
and begin to negotiate the differences.
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Other importing countries, including the EC, Canada and Nordic countries, are
expected to pursue a much more restrictive approach than that of the United
States.

The developing countries have indicated their desire to eliminate the 1977 proto-
col which permitted "reasonable departures" and returnto the stricter discipline of
the initial 1974 agreement.

Any satisfactory arrangement will have to strike a balance of importer and
exporter country interests, suggesting an ageement giving further latitude of ap-
proach to address particular importing country concerns while providing discipline
and certainty in order to accommodate exporting country concerns.

BACKGROUND

It is important to create as much momentum as possible in the negotiations in
order to apply pressure to the EC to speed up their internal decision-making process
and minimize the likelihood that the meeting will deteriorate into North/South
rhetoric. The United States has taken to date a moderate and leading role and will
continue to do so. Of major concern is the slowness of the EC Commission in
obtaining a negotiating mandate and pressures within the Community for restric-
tive approaches including rollbacks in trade. The EC needs to be convinced to move
in the direction of a moderate position in order to reach an internationally negotia-
ble agreement. EC participation is essential for any international arrangement in
textiles to be workable. The developing countries must also be shown the wisdom of
advocating moderate positions and are looking to the United States to soften the
more restrictive approach of the EC.

Some Senators may question whether the USG intends to honor President Rea-
gan's campaign commitment to strengthen the MFA by relating import growth from
all sources to domestic market growth. Some may also question the wisdom of an
initial negotiating position that seeks the renewal of the existing arrangement. In
this regard the USG, in its statement at the May meeting, did not rule out other
approaches when suggesting that the current arrangement be looked at to see if its
provisions are flexible enough to address the signatories' current problems in textile
trade. We specifically did not rule out any approach that would address U.S.
concerns of an ever-brdening base of imports, which is particularly disruptive
during a perod of slow domestic growth. It is essential that the United States take
a leading as well as moderate role in order to bring the positions of the developing
countries and other importing countries together into a satisfactory agreement. The
consequences of failure to reach an internationally negotiable arrangement are
unacceptable to the future of the international trading system.

QUESTIONS FOR DAVID MACDONALD FROM SENATOR MITCHELL

On May 1, 1981 I wrote to President Reagan and Special Trade Representative
Brock requesting their assistance in dealing with the problems of Maine potato
farmers. I would like to repeat that request today.

Canadian potato exports to the U.S. have risen from 25,547 metric tons in the
1975-76 season to 85,031 tons in the 1979-1980 season, for an annual growth rate of
35%. This surge in imports is creating serious hardships in the Maine potato
industry.

I am requesting your assistance in obtaining information on U.S. and Canadian
policies and in designing possible remedies. In my letter to the Special Trade
Representative, I asked for answers to the following questions:

First, is there any provision of U.S. law under which U.S. potato production may
be subsidized for export?

Second, does U.S. law require inspection of samples of incoming potatoes to insure
that the potatoes are in compliance with the grade and condition standards written
on. the containers and/or accompanying papers? If so, what inspections are current-
ly conducted?

Third, is there a mechanism to insure that imported Canadian potatoes do not
carry or contain pesticides and chemicals which U.S. potato growers may not use, or
may use only in limited amounts, or may use only under certain specified circum-
stances? If so, how is it implemented?

Fourth, is there any information or analysis of the magnitude of the Canadian
subsidies for potato production and their impact on the level of Canadian exports?
Do these subsidies violate any international agreements?

If answers to these questions are available, I would appreciate them for the
record.
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Again, I would like to stress the importance of this issue to Maine. I would ike to
meet with you and Ambassador Brock as soon as possible to discuss this situation
and possible remedies.

HON. Gaoaox J. MrJTHEUt,
U& Senate,
Washigton, D.C

DzAR GEOROL This is in response to your letter of May 1 concerning imports of
Canadian potatoes. In you letter, your requested my assistance in obtaining answers
to questions dealing with the authority for subsidies on U.S. potato exports, the
inspection of potato imports, Canadian subsidy practices for potato production, and
the legality of the Canadian subsidy practices under international law.. With respect to your first question concerning the authority for export subsidies,
Section 82 (7 U.S.C. Section 6-12c.) authorizes the use of payments to encourage the
exportation and/or domestic consumption of agricultural commodities, including
potatoes. The law established a fund for this purpose. Under the exportation plan,
payments can be made from the fund either in connection with the exportation or
Loses incurred because of exportation of the product. Under the domestic produc-
tion plan, the commodities can be diverted or consumption can be subsidized. The
law is administered by the Department of Agriculture.

As a matter of policy and practice, Section 82 has not been used to subsidize
exports in recent years for three reasons. First, successive Administrations have
been unwilling to increase the budget deficit duri a period of high inflation in
order to finance the subsidized, export of agricultural products. Secondly, such
subsidies constitute a nontariff barrier which the U.S. Government has been trying
to discourage the use of worldwide. Finally, under international trade law, we are
obligated to "* seek to avoid the use of subsidies on the export of
agricultural products.

The domestic provisions of Section 82 have been more frequently used. In fact,
this law was recently used to divert surplus potatoes for use as livestock feed, in the
manufacture of starch, in charitable institutions, and in domestic feeding programs.

You also asked whether U.S. law requires the inspection of incoming potatoes to
insure thatthey comply with the grade and condition standards written on the
containers, and/or accompanying papers. As you probably know, the grade and
condition standards to which you referred are requi red by Section 8e of the Agricul-
tural Marketing Agreement Act of 1987. This Section requires that imports of
certain commodity (including Irish potatoes) comply with the same ae, size,
quality, and maturity standards as are set forth in domestic marketmn orders.
Hence, regulations have been promulgated to require the inspection of all imported
potatoes. Both U.S. and Canadian inspectors are authorized by the regulations to do
the inspections.. The Customs Service informs us that as a matter of practice potatoes have
already been inspected by Canadian officials when they arrive at the U.S. border.
Shipments of tablestock potatoes arrive with a document signed by an official of the
Canadian Agricultural Production and Marketing Branch certifying that the pota-
toes meet the requirements of Section 8e. Customs officials have been instructed to
look for the documents to insure that all tablestock potatoes coming into the United
States have been inspected by the Canadian officials. Seed potatoes arrive in con-
tainers marked with the foreign government's official certified seed potato tags
which verify their identity. Each truckload of seed potatoes is examined by Customs
to insure that the potatoes are properly tagged. Customs informs us that in the pat
spot checks have shown no evidence of fraud on the part of Canadian officials.

You asked whether there is a mechanism to ensure that imported Canadian
potatoes do not carry or contain pesticides and chemicals which U.S. potato growers
may not use, or may use only in limited amounts under certain specified circum-
stances. As you may be aware, potatoes, whether inported or grown in the United
States, must comply with the requirements of the Federal Food Drug, and Cosmet-
ics Act, administered by the Food and Drug Administration (DA). Among other
things, food shipped in interstate commerce or imported must comply with pesticide
residue tolerances established by the Environmental Protection Agency. Any ship-
ment of food found to contain pesticide residues in excess of a prescribed tolerance
or for which no tolerance has been established would be considered "adulterated"
and subject to removal from the marketplace by FDA. -

FDA is aware of questions raised by the National Potato Council concerning the
use of pesticides not permitted for use in this country on Canadian potatoes. Howev-
er, to date the Agency has not received any factual information supporting these
claims. Nevertheless the Agency's field offices have been alerted to these allega-
tions and encouraged to sample Canadian potatoes more frequently to determine if
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illegal pesticide residues are in fact occurring. If illegal residues are found in
Canadian potatoes, FDA officials assure us that the Agency will refuse entry to
those potatoes.

Finally, you asked about the magnitude of Canadian subsidies for potato produc-
tion and their impact on Canadian exports. You also asked whether these subsidies
violate any international agreements. We are now in the process of collecting
information on the Canadian subsidies and, hence, are not in the position at this
time to evaluate their impact on exports or their consistency with international law.

As you may be aware, U SDA has established a study groupto examine the issues
identified by the National Potato Council concerning the C adian potato import
situation. The study group is presently obtaining more information on the chemicals
contained in potatoes imported from Canada and on Canada's domestic subsidy
practices. FDA and this office have been working with this group to provide any
technical assistance which may be needed. We would be glad to furnish additional
information to you when it becomes available.

Very truly yours, WiwUAM E. BRocK.

U.S. POTATO IMPOmRs FROM CANADA

Issue
Financial difficulties facing the Maine potato industry have become particularly

acute in the last two years. Since the industry believes that its problems are caused
be imports it has identified several means for restrictin# shipments of Canadian
potatoes. The Maine delegation has requested the Admrnstration's assistance in
restricting imports.
Background

Despite the industry's belief that imports are the cause of its financial difficulties,
we are not convinced that this is the case. We need a method for managing the
political pressure to impose restrictions.

The industry has identified three actions which it feels would reduce imports.
First, the industry believes that Canadian producers are subsidized and hence have
an unfair dvantage in the U.S. market. Maine potato farmers may have a case
under the U.S. countervailing duty law. They are presently considering whether to
file a petition.

Secondly, the industry is considering various means to ensure that potatoes
entering the United States under the tariff-rate seed quota are used only or seed.
Since the industry believes that a large portion of the potatoes coming in under the
quota are used for human consumption, it is convinced that stricter enforcement of
the quota would restrict imports.

Such enforcement would require the passage of special legislation. Presently, the
tariff schedule requires only that the potatoes coming in under the seed quota be
certified for seed use. This does not prohibit the consumption of imported seed
potatoes.

Thirdly, the industry has under consideration a pro poal for the renegotiation of
the ti concession on potatotes made in the MTN. The tariff was reduced as part
of a larger package designed to harmonize duties between the United States and
Canada, an objective that was specifically supported by Congress. Any renegotiation
of this concession would undermine the MTN agreement with naa.

Mr. MACDONALD. Should I respond to that in writing or I-
The CHmi mAN. You can respond to that in writing.
Is there anybody else that you would like to introduce? Any of

your family, friends whatever
Mr. MACDONALD. ko; I am here alone, Mr. Chairman.
The CHmi MAN4. I appreciate your appearing and responding to

some of the difficult questions. I think it is fair to say that this
committee feels a very close relationship to the USTR. I think we
will try to insist, in a proper way, that we maintain that close
relationship and continue a candid exchange of views from time to
time.

I think we can be helpful to the USTR.
Mr. MACDONALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know Senator

Brock feels the same way, as do I. I would like to just say that at
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the time I leave office, I hope you as chairman feel the relationship
is if anything closer than it is today.

The CHAIRMAN. I know I speak for other members, Senator Long,
in particular, and Senator Bentsen, and others, on the other side,
we intend to meet from time-to-time informally, with Ambassador
Brock, yourself, and others.

Thank you very much.
Mr. MACDONALD. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We now have Pamela Bailey. I apologize for

having everyone wait so long, but we had a series of questions that
took more time than necessary.

Ms. Bailey has been nominated to be Assistant Secretary of
Health and Human Services.

As I have indicated in the opening statement, we have reviewed
the financial disclosure forms and are satisfied there are no prob-
lems.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish to make any kind of a statement?

TESTIMONY OF PAMELA NEEDHAM BAILEY, NOMINATED
TO BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES

Ms. BAILEY. I do not, Mr. Chairman, at this time, other than to
say that it is an honor for me to have been nominated by the
President. I look forward to working in the administration with
Secretary Schweiker and with the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we are very pleased to have you here. We
will do the best we can to speed up the nominating process from
this end. I don't think it will take us as long to get you out of here
as it did to get you up here.

We hope to have confirmation of all these nominations as soon as
Congress is back, the week of June 1.

I have no questions.
Any questions the staff wants to submit?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN..You are one of the lucky ones. You may have

come prepared to answer all kinds of questions, and that doesn't
mean there may not be questions later, as you assume your respon-
sibilities. We work very closely with HHS. We have a number of
very difficult decisions to make concerning HHS, spending pro-
grams, and a lot of programs that impact on people. -

We would hope that the process of reducing spending in accord-
ance with the mandates of the American people, maybe not a
mandate, but some indication of concern in the President. We can
call upon you for help and assistance to make certain the cuts we
make do not impact unfairly on any one segment of people in this
country.

Ms. BAILEY. You can be assured you have my commitment on
that.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any members of your family pres-
ent? I see a couple of youngsters back there.

Ms. BAILEY. As a matter of fact, I do. My husband, William, and
my three children, Suzanne, Rob, and Nancy.

The CHAIRMAN. We are very happy to -have them here this
morning. The reporter will have the children's names in the
record. We will send a copy of the minutes to them and let them
know their mother did very well.

I appreciate again, your waiting. Thank you very much.
Ms. BAILEY. Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Robert J. Rubin, to be Assistant Secretary of
Health and Human Services is next.

Do you have a statement that you would like to make?

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT J. RUBIN, NOMINATED TO BE ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Dr. RUBIN. No; I don't. I would just like to say it is an honor to
be here before the committee and to have been nominated by the
President for the position of Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation.

The CHAIRMAN. I have a number of questions. Have you been
working in the Department, unofficially, for some time, waiting
your process to be completed.

Dr. RUBIN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any priorities in health planning

that you will give immediate attention by your office when you
complete the confirmation process?

Dr. RUBIN. Yes, sir, we do. - have been asked by Secretary
Schweiker to be the chairperson of the procompetitive health care
plan we plan to propose to the Congress before the end of the year.
We will begin work on that next week.

We intend to work with the committee on that and to develop
the proposals in concert with the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be of great interest to Senator Duren-
berger, in particular, and others, who have had that view for some
time. We appreciate that.

You don't have to get involved in social security, do you?
Dr. RUBIN. Not directly, sir, no.
The CHAIRMAN. That is another question I guess to save for the

Secretary.
But I do have three questions I would appreciate your responses

to.
If in fact there are questions, any other questions, they will be

submitted. The record will be kept open for that purpose..
Thank you very much.
Dr. RUBIN. Thank you very much.
[Questions to Dr. Robert J. Rubin follow:]

QuESTIONS FOR DR. ROBERT J. RUBIN

1. What priority issues in health planning do you believe will be given immediate
attention in your office?

Answer. There are five major areas of concern in health policy that I will be
directing my office to address immediately.

Competition.--One of our highest priorities will 'be to develop a strategy for pro-
moting competition in the health sector. We can no longer afford the rapidly
escalating cost of health care and I believe that increased competition offers a
superior means of controlling costs than through increased regulation. We will be
analyzing a variety of options and intend to introduce legislation incorporating the
most promising ideas by the end of the year.

Health financing programs.-We will continue to look for way to control costs
without denying needed access to care in Medicare and Medicaid. The Federal
health financing programs will also be considered in the context of the competition
initiative.

Biomedical research.-I am strongly committed to supporting and stimulating
biomedical research because it augments the knowledge base for medical care.- We
will be working on stabilizing grants at the National Institutes of Health in order to
provide a more orderly atmosphere for the conduct of critical research.

Health promotion. -Another priority will be health promotion and disease preven-
tion. As you are aware, the Secretary is committed to preventive health strategies.
We want to build on the successes we have realized in biomedical research by
finding effective means of increasing public awareness about living healthier lives.
We will be looking at different ways to promote health and prevent disease.
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Block rants.-We will continue to facilitate implementation of policies which
increase State flexibility in providing health services.

2. What do you see as the critical role for the Office of Planning and Evaluation
in this Administration?

Answer. In my view the Office of Planning and Evaluation should provide the
Secretary of Health and Human Services with advice and recommendations on all
eiy issues affecting the Department. It should be primarily responsible for the

development of legislation, implementation of research and evaluation activities,
and with other key staff offices, the formulation of the budget. In addition, the
office should play a leadership role in the development of major policy initiatives,
including block grants to States, health competition, long-term care, anda variety of
income security issues.

3. There are many persuasive arguments to support the need for comprehensive
long-range planning within HHS and particularly within the Social Security admin-
istration. However, the Social Security Administration continues to devote most of
its resources to short range projects and operations. Furthermore, GAO reports
continue to emphasize the need for comprehensive long range planning at the Social
Security Administration and have shown how the lack of such planning has nega-
tively affected the automatic data processing systems operations. What do you
believe can be done to assist the Social Security Administration to more efficiently
provide for its future needs?

Answer. Staff shortages, saturated hardware, and new demands on available
resources brought about by legislation have necessitated a reallocation of resources
to short-term requirements. In the short-term, I shall be alert to the administrative
and technical requirements of new legislative proposals. I shall maintain this per-
spective with respect to long-term structural reform. I know that Commissioner
Svahn is concerned about SSA's future needs and is in the process of formulating a
long-range plan. My office will do all that it can to assist in that plan.

The CHARMAN. Richard Kusserow to be Inspector General, De-
partment of Health and Human Services.

Again, the record will indicate that we reviewed your financial
disclosure form and are satisfied there are no problems.

I would also indicate that the biographical data for each of the
nominees should be made a part of the record.

[The biographical data of the nominees follows:]
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STATEMENT BY RICHARD P. KUSSEROW
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

May 22, 1981

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the

privilege of appearing before you this morning. President

Reagan, as you know, has nominated me to be the Inspector

General of the Department of Health and Human Services. I

am submitting this background statement which you may find

useful in assessing my qualifications for this honorable

position.

I joined the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 1969 as a

Special Agent specializing in White Collar Crime and Govern-

ment fraud investigations. After spending a brief time in

Pittsburgh, I moved to Chicago where over the next four years,

I specialized in bank fraud, fraud against the government

investigations, bribery and public corruption cases.

As a result of our early work in these areas, I was selected

to head a number of governmental fraud task force investigations.

These types of investigations developed into a permanent on-

going program in the Chicago Division.

In addition, during the past three years, I have been the

coordinating supervisor of the Chicago Organized Crime

Program with responsibility for eight squads of agents. Part
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of my responsibility has been the development and management

of the Labor Racketeering and Public Corruption Programs.

I have participated in various training programs for FBI agents

and frequently lecture at the FBI's National Academy on these

topics. I have assisted in the formation of White Collar Crime

programs in eight FBI field divisions.

Before joining the FBI, I served in the Marine Corps, was

discharged as a Captain in 1968. I served with the Cential

Intelligence Agency for two years.

I hold a Master of Arts degree in Government from California

State University at Los Angeles and a Bachelor of Arts degree

from the University of California at Los Angeles. I have also

two years of law studies at Southern Methodist University and

John MarshAll University (Chicago). I have taught government

at California State University at Los Angeles.

I would like to emphasize that I view the Inspector General's

role as a challenging and vital one to which I am prepared to

devote my best efforts.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am ready to respond to any questions

you or the Committee may have.
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RESUME

PALMLA MNMHAX BAILEY

Ho-e Address: Office Address:
7821 Wendy Ridge Lane hwierican Hospital Supply Corporation

nandale, VA 22033 1090 Ver-mnt Aenu, N.1..
(703) 573-3697 Suite 210

W-ashington, D.C. 20005

EXPERI=XC

AMerican Hospital Supply Corporation
/
o Director, Government Relations 2/79 - Present

o FAnager, Goverment and Consumer Affairs . 8/75 -. 1979

SResponsible for the direction of international, federal, state and local
government relations for a $2.3 billion international mnufacturer and
distributor of health care products and services. Top corporate manager
in Washington office. Duties involve analyzing and car .nicating
throughout the corporation those goverment actions and attitudes of
significant impact upon the cxxpany's markets and operation-s. Reoconirnd
corporate policy positions. Develop and inplerent goals and strategies
to coxnamicate corporate positions on public policy issues to goverrret
decision makers, customers, press, and securities analysts. Corporate
liaison to government officials and to trade associations. Staff to the
public issues cxmittee of the Board. Speaker on health policy issues
at meetings and conferences of hospital administrators.

2. Go ieren1:

The Wh. ite FHouse 1970 - 1975.

o Assistant Director, D.-estic Comcil 1/75 - 7/75

13iite House staff member responsible for the analysis, development, and
irplementation of the President's health, welfare, and social sec- ,.ty
policies. orked with Cabinet-level officials in the identification and
recomendation of policy options for Presidential decisin-m.kinrg in
those areas; Served as limiso. with special .. nterest groups and the.
press. Responsible for Presidential briefings, &cision papers, reetings,
correspondence and statements on health, welfare, and social security
issues. Projects included review of Aclninistration policies on zutional
health insurance and medical malpractice insurance; deteLnTdation of
welfare reform options; analys:.s of social security financing alternatives.
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o Staff Assistant. Q~rrst Ccmcil 2/74 - 1975

Under the direction of the Deputy Director of the Docastic Coxicil,
roviev and coordinated the inpleentation of the Presie.nts policies
in'the areas of health, welfare, social security, the ag!...g, oaxwnrs,
voluwteerism and poverty.

~@Staff Assistant to the President, Directot of Pesear&. 1/73 - 1974.

Directed the President's research office. Responsible for all research
Pnd factual verification of the President'r speeches, statements, Oro-

legislation, policy messages to Congress and corre-o=ence.
vbced closely with O D, Cabinet and hite house Staffs in all policy

* Research Assistant to the President 1971 - 1973

Reserher on Presidential writing and research staff.

* Research Assistant to the Vice President 9/70 - 1971

Established the Vice President's research office.

* Ste House Intern Summer 1969

Cone of 25 college students selected to participate in t-e first I2ite
Ybuse rummer Intern Program. .irved as rese'-chear on Presid.ntial
writing and research staff.

3. Political:

* Assistant DIrectors Office of Personn, 11/80 - 1/81
Office of the President-Elect .

* bkmxr, Reagan-Bush Cwaigagn Advisory 1980
Task Force on Welfare ReformN 3

* Republican Platfom 1980
Staff, Republican National COnvention -
platfonm subommittee on hxran concerns.
Testincny, January 1980 hearings,
Washington, D.C. Reournmendaticns on
party health policy.

81-880 0-81-2
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0 R ioublion National Ocrmittee Advisory

Member, health subcamittee

* :Chair. Western %_ssachusetts Coliege
Students for Nion-zew

o Staff. Pennsylvania Nion fo President
&Titee. Philadek*da

EDUCATION

11ymissing, Pennsylvania Public- Schols

• lount Holyoke College
Degree: A.B., 1970
tajor Subject: Political Science

1r;7 - 1930

1958

S*..T-, 1968

1966 - 1970

BIT~nIPLC AND DATE

May 24, 1948 - Reading, Pennsylvania

FAMIrLY

* Married to William W. Bailey, Senior Director, Coi.-ssio-il
Relations, Merck & Co.

a Three children
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CIRIC AND PRSSIOM.L A MIVIT]ES

* Hea t nustrUamantfactures. Association,,
Legislative Affairs Section

Chaiznymn, 1980
Chair, Policy Division, 1981

. U.S. Chanter of Cbmerce Spcial" ' iuttee on
theRation'Is Health Care -eeds

Ieneti, 1977 - 1979

-0 Pliarmcuica InAisIXY Ca-mqo Mioi ittee
Meffbetr, 1980 -

H Health on we&mif
MeiR:er, 1980 -

N national Health Council Ocmrttee on Consmer Concerns
- Meater, 1976 - 1979

o Faomtily FOCUS, Chiag

Board mIter, 1980

* Link Inc., Chicago
Volunteer, 1975 - 1977

* Fout Holyoke C1l1e]e

Class agent, 1976 - "980
Chair, lOth reunon fundraising, 1980
Meri:er, Alurnae Development Cmittee, 1978 - 1981
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0 Plann.Ld and esteblishd Afferiue.rvs first gover .vnt g.rar
office in 1975 and in 1980 proposed ind succeeded 4 -Ln -. ,t±n
prograr/office to 1'ashington, D.C.

* o Established and directed hTericn's Con gressional Fei:-.'- e.ogra.
Only program of its kind. Each year it brings four C.ressinal
staff nimsrers to ATerican to learn about business .for one -ont,.

o Designed and irtlerented a govrerrrent relations p1&-. to i-_nt he
corporation to its cusbovers as a company expert in h Z-_el.- .o
issues and able to assist in their advocacy in r.tn.

6 Speaker on health care public policy issues to rore et-j.en- differIe t
groups of hospital aninistrators and purchasing agents, 1978-1980.
Developed and directed the first full scale legislative p..-ogr'of

the Health Industry Z.anufacturers Association, 19890.
0 Established corporation as an advocate of ccr.petitive alta_.atives

to hospital cost 0.ontainlnt and natioMnl health fre u=at.e. "1.note
CEO's testimony for Senate Fin-c and ways and I-a.ns Cc-r..itte&s'
hearings on proposals.

o Established a congressional carancations program for ce.--oorate
, nanagcrs in 140 congressional districts and 40 states.
o Initiated state goverrrent relations program in 8 states.
o Established a process for the corporation to fonrally re" :G, Wd to

take positions on ajor public policy issues.
o Developed a training program for sales personnel on t -.e rcle cf

govemirent in health care deliver, and its impact on t .ei. arkets.

Coverp-nt:

S rote comprehensive Whte House eh-estic policy press plan. cjective
.as to increase public aareness of extensive policy -re-.iAe -. that.were
undeway; also, to generate positive daily news f.o. te -..'ite House on
dcrestic policy issues. (1974)

a Chaired an interagency welfare task force that st"'i e! ".fare reform
proposals "-id made recommendations to the President. (1974)

o D.voloped consumer policy options for the
to and approved by the Cabinet. Directed
licizing of the new cons~uer initiatives.

President that " re resentedd
the iFple-e.-.tatio, &d ptub-

(1974)
o ar:. as staff for a review by Cabinet Fmntrs of n-trc. '! heath

iwit:uiance proposals. (1974)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Robert J. Rubin, M.D.

28 Partridge Road
Lexington, HA 02173
(617) 861-8785

Date of birth:

Place of birth:

Social Status:

pegrees:

Post-graduate
Education:

Cert if icat ion:

Honor Societies:

Positions:

February 7, 1946

Brooklyn, Nev York

Married, two children

A.B., 1966 Williams College

M.D., 1970, Cornell University Medical College

N ew England Medical Center Hospitals, Boston, HA
Intern, 1970-1971

New England Medical Center Hospitals, Boston, HA
Junior Assistant Resident, 1971-1972

New England Medical Center Hospitals, Boston, MA

Fellow in Medicine (Nephrology), 1974-1976

American Board of Internal Medicine, June 1975

American Board of Internal Medicine, Nephrology,
June 1978

Phi Beta Kappa

Trainee, United States Public Health Service
Harvard Tissue Imaunology Laboratory
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston, HA
Summer, 1968

Epidemic Intelligence Officer
Respiratory Disease and Special Pathogens
Viral Diseases Division, Center for Disease
Control 1972-1974

Assistant-in-Medicine, New England Medical Center
1976-1978
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Assistant Professor of Medicine, Tufts U'niversity -

School of !-'dicine, 1976-1981

Associate Professor of Medicine, Tufts University
School of Medicine, 1981

Assistant to the Dean for Government Affairs
Tufts University School of Medicine
1976-1978

Assistant Dean for Government Affairs
Tufts University School of Medicine
1979-

Acting Chief-Renal Division
Lemuel Shattuck Hospital
1978-1979

Chief Renal Division
Lemuel Shattuck Hospital
1979-1981

Consultant-United States Senate Human Resources
Committee
1979-1981

Consultant in Ieprology-Faulkner Hospital
July 1979-1981

Consultant in INephrology-Boston VA Medical Center
January 1979-1981

Consultant in Nephrology-Lakeville Hospital
Rehabilitation Center
September 1978-1981

American Society of ephrology

International Society of Kephrology

American College of Physicians

American Federation for Clinical Research

American Medical Association

Massachusetts Medical Society -
Member Council on Legislation 1980

Memberships:
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Publtcations: Rubin, R.J., Armstrong, D, and Blevins, A: Methicillin
resistant staphylococci, JAIIA 215:1505, 1971

Sencer, DJ, Rubin, RJ: Risk as the basis for
iwunization policy In the United States. Symp.
Series Immunobiol. Standard 20:244-251, 1973

Rubin, RJ, Gregg, HB: English Flu-& primer.
N Engl J Med 288: 467-468, 1973

Rubin, JF: Rabies prophylaxis-& primer.
Ill Had 3 144: 27-29, 1973

Rubin, RJ, Corey, L: Preventing rabies in human*,
South Med J 67: 1472-1475. 1974

Corey, L, Rubin, RJ: Reye's Syndrome 1974: An
epidemiological assessment in Reye's Syndrome.
Edited by Pollack, JD, New York, Grune and Stratton,
1975, pp. 179-187-

Noble, GR, Corey, L, Rubin, RJ: Virological com-
ponents of Reye's Syndrome In Reye's Syndrome.
Edited by Pollack, JD, New York, Grune and Stratton,
1975, pp. 189-197

Rubin, RJ, Gregg, tMB: Influenza surveillance in the
United States 1972-1974. Am J Epidemiol 102:225-232,
1975

McCarron, DA, Rubin, RJ, Barnes, BA, Harrington, iT,
Hillan, VG: Therapeutic bilateral renal infarction
in end stage renal disease. N Engi J fed 94: 652, 1976

Corey,. L, Hattwick, MAW, Rubin, RI: Dealing with
possible rabies exposure. Postgraduate Med 59:
87-91, 1976

Rubin, RJ, Noble, GR, Corey, L et al: Live attenuated
Influenza A/England/42/72 (H3 N2) vaccine: A field
trial. "J Inf Die 133:613-620, 1976-

Corey, L, Rubin, Ri, HattwIck, IAW, Noble, GR,
Cassidy, E: A nationwide outbreak of Reye's Syndrome -
its epideolologic relationship to influenza B.
Am J Med 61:615-625, 1976

Corey, L, Rubin, RJ, Thompson, TR, et al: Influenza
B - associated Reye's Syndrome: incidence in Michigan
and potential for prevention. J In( Die 135: 398-607,
1977.
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Publications: Rubin, RJ, Pinn, %V, Barnes, BA, Harrington, JT:
Recurrent idiopathic membranous glv;erulonephritis.
Transplantation 24: 4-9, 1977

Corey, L, Rubin, RJ, Bregman, D, Gregg, M:
Diagnostic criteria for influenza B associated
Reye's Syndrome. Tediatrics 60: 702:708, 1977

Corey, L, Rubin, RJ, Hattwick, YAW: Reye's Syndrome-
clinical progression and evaluation of therapy.
Pediatrics 60:708-714, 1977

McCarron, DA,'Pingres, PA, Rubin, RJ, et &I:
Enhanced parathyroid function in essential
hypertension: A homeostatic response'to a
urinary calcium leak. Hypertension 2:162, 1980

NcCarron, DA, Pingree, MS, Molitch, M, Krutzlk, S,
Rubin, RJ: Parathyroid hormone and mineral

* homeostasis during propranolol therapy for
essential hypertension. In Press -

Honors: Finalist and Recipient-Robert Wood Johnson
Health Policy Fellowship 1977

Ten Outstanding Young Men in America Award -
United States Jaycees - 1978
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RESUME

RICHARD P. KUSSEROWl

Education

M.A. - Government (politics, government and public
administration), California State University, 1964'

B.A. - Political Science, University of California at
Los Angeles, 1963

Pst Graduate Work at:

Southern Methodist University, School of Law, 1965

John Marsha'll.Law School, 1972

Loyola University (Chicago) School of Urban
Studies, 1975

Employment

1970 to
Present - Special Agent, Chicago Division

Federal Bureau of Investigation

* Specialized in white collar crime,
embezzlement, bribery and public corruption

" Coordinated many task force investigations,
including Department of Housing and Urban
Development real estate broker fraud; Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare fraud;
Veteran's Administration school fraud; Department
of Housing and Urban Development single family
frauds

* Managed and supervised the night operations
of Chicago office

* Formed and managed Governmental fraud, labor
racketeering and public corruption programs

" Served as Coordinating Supervisor, Chicago
Organized Crime Program, managing seven squads
of 83 agents
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1969-1970 - Special Agent, Pitt.sburjh Division
Federal Bureau of Inve!tigation

Work divided between Pittsburgh and West Virginia
with an einpha: is on criminal matters

1967-1968 - Intelligence Officer
Central Intelligence Agency

1965-1967 - Captain

United States Marine Corps

* Company Comman,der, Armor#-',d Artill.ry Comnpany

Professional Activities/Train nq

" Published a number of in-house monographs on Government fraud
and corruption

" Authored a manual for managers on investigating Governmental
fraud and corruption (FBI)

* Police Instructor (FBI)

" Lecturer on management techniques to detect Governmental
fraud and corruption and white collar crime

" Represented FBI in numerous radio iand television programs a*
well as video taped presentations

. Explosives expert/weapons expert

* Graduate of CIA Audit Operationu M:anagemunt School

" FBI Management Training Progran

" CIA and FBI Photography School

Personal Data

Married, one child
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
International Trade Administration

~. ZL-'/Wash fgiN. D.C. 20230

BIOGRAP Y

Lawrence 3. Brady

Assistant Secretary for
Trade administration-Designate
U.S. Department of Commerce

Lawrence J. Brady was nominated March 3 by President Reagan to

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Trade Administrati6n.

In his new position, Brady will be responsible for developing

and implementing policy with respect to U.S. export controls for

'strategic, foreign policy or short supply reasons as mandated by the

Export Administration Act and also for enforcement of the Act's

antiboycott provisions.

In addition, he will be responsible for Commerce Department

investigations of antidumping and countervailing duty complaints;

implementation of the steel trigger price mechanism (TPM), and

administration of the statutory import,. foreign trade zones and.

Industrial mobilization programs.

Brady, who sought the Republican nomination for the U.S: Senate

from New Hampshire in the last election, was acting director and

deputy director of the Commerce Department's office of export

administration from 1974 to 1980.

From 1971 to 1974, he was a senior staff member of, the *hite

House Council of International Economic Policy and special advisor

for congressional relations. From March 1970 to April 1971, he was

senior international economist in the office of international trade,

Department of State.
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Earlier, he worked in various positions with the U.S. Senate.

From 1967 to 1970, he was legislative aide to the late Senator

Everett M. Dirksen and simultaneously minority counsel of the Senate

Judiciary Subcommittee on Separation of Powers.

From 1963 to 1967, he was a legislative aide to the Secretary of

the Minority, U.S. Senate, and from 1958 to 1963 he was staff

assistant to Senator Norris Cotton, (R.N.H.).

Brady was born in Berlin, New Hampshire, on April 22", 1939. He

received his B.A. in politics and economics from Catholic

University, Washington, D.C.., in 1962, and has completed all

requirements, except the dissertation for his Ph.D. degree, in the

fields of international law and relations and international

economics

He lives in Bedford, New Hampshire with his wife Carolyn and

three children.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kusserow, do you have a statement that you
would like to make at this time?

I TESTIMONY OF RICHARD P. KUSSEROW, NOMINATED TO BE
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Mr. KUSSEROW. No, sir, not other than my prepared biographical

statement and to express the honor I feel by appearing before this
committee, as the nominee of the President, for the position of
Inspector General for the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices.

I am prepared to answer any questions that you may have at this
time.

The CHAIRMAN. Again, I have a number of questions.
I would like to ask one for the record and then submit the

others. I guess the question of whether or not the Office of Inspec-
tor General in HHS can maintain a high level of independence and
objectivity when it relies on the Department for the first approval
of its budget,

Do you see that as any problem?
Mr. KUSSEROW. No, sir, not at all.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not think it is necessary to improve your

degree of independence and objectivity or know any way that
might be done?

Mr. KusSFmow. I think that should be a constant problem to be
worked out to insure an independent viewpqoint and independent
and objective investigative and audit capability.

The CHAIRMAN. There appears at the present to be some overlap
and duplication of the responsibility and functions within the
Office of the Inspector General and other audit and investigative
groups within HHS.

For example, the Health Care Finance Administration, and the
National Institute of Health, Social Security Administration all
have groups performing reviews, audits and investigations.
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Do you have any plans to try to avoid this duplication and
overlap We have enough of it now in Government. I am certain
enough of it in HHS, the massive bureaucracy. Can we count on
some improvement in that area?

Mr. Kussmow. I think most definitely there is room for improve-
ment in that'area. One of the top priorities of this Inspector
General will be to work with both the Health Care Finance Admin-
istration, with social security and other entities to insure that the
meager resources available to take on rather large problems, are
not go'ng to be squandered by duplicative effort.
. The CHAiMAN. There have also been some reluctance by the
Department of Justice to prosecute 24 percent of the cases in HHS
and HEW, in 1978. By the end of 1979, Justice declined 58 percent
of the cases.

,In March, the Inspector General reported declined cases of 66
percent, as of December 1980."

Can we do anything to reverse this trend? Does it do any good to
do all the preparatory work and then have the Department of
Justice decline prosecuting them.

Mr. Kusmiow. I think a major obligation of the Office of the
Inspector General will be to insure that various prosecutorsthroughout the country are provided a quality product for proseu-
tion that is competitive with all the other agencies submitting their
similar product.

In that vein, I think it is very important that the Inspector
General set forth very specific priorities and goals within the Office
of Investigation and within the audit agency of the Inspector Gen-
eral's Office to insure that good, solid cases are prepared that have
a .significant impact. on the community and that are looked upon
with favor by Department of Justice prosecutors.

So, I think a lot of it is in target sel ion and in how you employ
the resources to insure that when you bring a product to the
prosecutor, they are interested in prosecuting.

The CHumM". Well, I would hope that we would have coopera-
tion between the two departments. That would be helpful.

Mr. KusszRow. Yes, sir.
The CHAIrMAN. That is one area we will be keeping a close eye

on.
I have additional questions which I have indicated I will submit.

I will appreciate having your response to those questions.
[Questions submitted to Mr. Kusserow follow:]

Quarmoss FoR RCHARD P. Kuisow
Question 1. The Annual Rport of the Inspector General for 1979 and 1980

highlights audit and investigations activities performed during those periods but
contains litte discussion of fture planned activities. My discussion of future plans
is limited to very short-range management o Additionally, these reports
suggest that resource needs are estabhed first determining workload and then
prtecing resource needs based on that established workload. Given the fact that
resources are limited and need to be used efficiently, how do you intend to
project and prioritize workload based on available resources? Is there a need to
develop and implement long-range plans (covering five years or more) to ensure
adequate audit coverage, better resource utilization, and continuity of audit and
inv6stigations?

Answer. I agree that it is unrealistic to believe that an organization will ever
have sufficient resources to cover 100 percent of its workload. This is the reason
that setting priorities is a major task of the Inspector General. However, I do
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believe it is very useful to calculate or estimate workload as a tool to assist in
setting priorities.

I intend to take a personal, active part in the development of a comprehensive
OIG Work plan-one that integrates what in the past have been separate plans for
each element fo OIG-and I intend to set priorities and allocate resources wo the
priority areas. In my view, a multi-year plan is essential and I intend to move
rapidly to develop such a plan. It will take into consideration the.'size of the
program administered by the Department and the attendant vulnerabilities in
deciding how to allocate the IG resources.

Question 2. The H-IS IG Office of Investigations does not currently have an
automated system for tracking ongoing investigations, including those investigations
involving fraud. Do you consider such a system necessary? If so, what would need to
be done to implement such a system?

Answer. Due to the increase in workload (724 active cases in fiscal year 1979 to
1200 active cases projected for fiscal year 1982) it is becoming increasingly more
difficult to manage and track OIG cases manually. In order to control the workload
and respond to the myriad of requests for information that OIG receives, it is
essential that the caseload be automated. Several steps have already been taken to
obtain a fully automated system. A state-of-the-art survey has been conducted and
basic information is known concerning the type of system needed to manage the
growing caseload. The 0IG fiscal year 1982 budget requests additional funds for an
automatedsystem. Currently, GSA's National Archives and Records Service is
conducting a requirements assessment that will enable OIG to explore contractually,
software capabilities to meet its needs.

Since I have experience in this area, I plan to take a personal interest in the
development of the system.

Question J. The Department has continued to have an unreasonably high backlog
of audit reports that are unresolved in a timely manner (i.e., within the six-month
period that OMB has determined should be a government-wide standard). In 1978
there were 920 unresolved reports involving $143 million in claimed costs and in
1979 there were over 3,000 unresolVed reports with audit exceptions valued at $206.5
million (almost 40 percent of those reports were over 6 months old). These unre-
solved reports and their associated costs cause a loss of interest income to the U.S.
Government daily. How do you propose to improve this situation?

Answer. I know that the Secretary has a keen intei'est in this matter and intends
that the OIG give priority attention to it. In furthermore of this, it will be one of my
personal priorities. I intend not only to press the various elements within the
Department in resolution of monetary disallowances but also those findings which
reflect weaknesses within the system that fostered the problem in the first place.
Instrumental in this effort will be the full use of the Audit Resolution Council
chaired by the Undersecretary to give top level impetus to resolving the backlog.

In addition, I plan to review immediately earlier recommendations made for
reducing the financial losses to the Federal Government. One example which I am
presently studying is found in the Inspector General Annual Report for calendar year
1978. The OIG recommended that the Department charge appropriate interest on
all Federal funds found to have been mispent by grantees; such interest to be
charged from the date a grantee filed a claim for reimbursement of Federal funds
which were later found to be misspent. While interest on misspent Federal funds is
now being charged, it does not begin to accrue until 30 days subsequent to final
audit resolution action.

If this and other OIG recommendations are worthy of reconsideration and will
result in savings to the Federal Government and this Department, you can be
assured that I will not hesitate to bring them to your attention.

Question. 4. As of December 31, 1978 Justice had declined to prosecute 24 percent
of the cases HHS (then HEW) referred for prosecution. By the end of 1979, Justice
had declined 58 percent of the cases. In March the Inspector General reported that
the rate of declined fraud cases had increased to 66 percent as of December 1980.
What do you feel can be done to reverse this trend?

Answer. To remedy of this problem, it is essential that increasedd effort be expend-
.ed to develop those cases which have sufficient impact on the community and jury
appeal to warrant Department of Justice prosecutive effort. Towards this end, the
mechanism for initial evaluation of allegations as to appropriate sanctions must be
strengthened. In this way, a determination can be made as to whether the investi a-
tive effort should be looking towards possible criminal prospective, civil prosecute
or administrative action. This would prevent misallocation of resources bY the Office
of Investigations and would enable prosecutors to concentrate on significant crimi-
nal cases.
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In addition, closer cooperation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation will assist,
in a more coordinated effort in bringing the best investigative products within our
program jurisdiction to the Department of Justice.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Matsunaga, a distinguished member of
this committee has arrived..

Do you have any questions, Senator Matsunaga?
Senator MATBUNAGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just came to help you and to give my vote for these fine

nominations.
The CHAxAN. I appreciate that.
Mr. Kusserow, we are pleased to have you here. We look forward

to your success. It is a very difficult role, I might add. We under-
stand yours is one of the more difficult responsibilities. We appreci-
ate your willingness to assume that responsibility.

As far as I know, you will find this committee totally coopera-
tive, up to a point. We do have responsibilities to the taxpayers and
others. There is a great feeling in this country that we have to get
a handle on the size of Government, and where we can, eliminate
excessive costs, whether it be waste, fraud, whatever, use of pro-
grams, overlapping, duplication.

I know that is a chlenge, particularly in your area of responsi-
bility.

Thank you very much.
Mr. KussnRow. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just let me say that

with your assistance, I am sure we can make a measurable impact
and improvement in this area.

The CHAMMY. Thank you.
We are meeting in executive session now to consider Lawrence J.

Brady to be Assistant Secretary of Commerce, Pamela Needham
Bailey, to be Assistant Secretary of Health and Human Services,
Richard D. Kusserow to be Inspector General of the Department ofHHS, David R. Macdonald, to be Deputy U. S. Trade Representa-
tive and Robert J. Rubin, to be Assistant Secretary of Health and
Human Services.

I would say at this point, for Senator Matsunaga's benefit, we
have had all these people before us today. They have been asked a
number of questions, with one or two exceptions.

Senator Bradley was here for a portion of the hearing.
We will place in the record the reports from the Office of Gov-

ernment Ethics for each of these nominees, reviews by the FBI and
our own committee counsel disclose no problems in those areas.

The nominees appear to be eminently qualified.
I therefore move that the committee favorably report these nomi-

nations.
Senator MATSUNAGA. I second the motion, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMAN. The motion has been made and seconded.
We will poll the committee and hopefully be able to take action

on the Senate floor some time the first week in June.
Thank you, Senator Matsunaga.
Senator MATBUNAGA. I must apologize, Mr. Chairman, for not

being preset., I was in attendance at a subcommittee hearing.
The CHiiaRW. I might indicate that for the record, there were

other hearings going on.
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Senator MATSUNAGA. Wherein two of my bills were being consid-
ered.

The C. That took priority.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, the hearing and executive session adjourned at

11:30 a.m., subject to the call of the Chair.]
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